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1 Introduction

NetRemote

NetRemote from Promixis is an incredibly powerful remote control application.

In its simplest form, NetRemote duplicates the functionality of expensive configurable color
touch-screen IR remotes using a Pocket PC (PPC).

But this is only the start. Using wireless networking, NetRemote runs on a laptop or PPC to
create a two-way remote control panel for a Media or Home Theater PC. For ultimate
functionality, NetRemote can work with Girder, another Promixis product, to create unlimited
PC based automation and control applications.

And the NetRemote PC client is not just an emulator for development purposes. It supports
Kiosk and Media Center applications by providing a fully developed client application for
production use. It allows the creation of sophisticated and graphically rich full-screen or
windowed control panel systems on a desktop, laptop or tablet PC.

NetRemote Customization

NetRemote uses industry standard CCF files allowing thousands of designs freely available
on the internet to be downloaded and adapted. Or you can create a new CCF from scratch to
provide a fully customized look and feel. Promixis encourages you to contribute your
creations back to the community using our internet site. NetRemote heavily extends the CCF
standard, so while it can use CCF files created for other remotes, in general CCF files created
for NetRemote will not run on other devices.

Supplementing the CCF customization, NetRemote also provides scripting using the powerful
and modern Lua language. This opens up a whole new world of possibilities for ambitious
users. NetRemote stores Lua scripts in separate files which must be deployed alongside the
CCF file.

Promixis CCF Library

Remote Central CCF Library

NetRemote also includes a built-in Macromedia Flash player and a Web Browser and
scriptable Web Server so portions of the interface can be implemented using these
technologies.

Customization Toolkit

NetRemote cannot be customized on a PPC. You will need a laptop or desktop PC running
Windows 98 or later. NetRemote Designer is a new application from Promixis which provides
facilities for editing CCF files including the NetRemote extensions. It also provides a syntax
highlighting Lua editor for scripting. NetRemote Designer works with the PC NR Client to
provide a full development and debugging environment.

You will also need a bitmap editor to create new panel artwork (or to adapt existing artwork).
Most modern bitmap (as opposed to vector) graphics packages will work well in this role. We
recommend the freeware Paint.NET and will be using it in this manual.  One notable
exception to the vector graphics packages is Xara Xtreme.

If you plan on using Lua Scripting, we also recommend DebugView, freeware from
SysInternals. This will enable you to see error and diagnostic messages generated during
debugging. The open source SciTE text editor has particularly good Lua support and is
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recommended for development of Lua scripts.

Paint.NET: http://www.getpaint.net/.

DebugView: http://www.sysinternals.com/Utilities/DebugView.html.

SciTE: http://www.scintilla.org/SciTE.html.

This Manual

This document aims to cover the needs of all levels of NetRemote users from those wishing to
make minor changes to an existing CCF file right up to ambitious programmers.

The first two sections, Visual Customization and Behavioral Customization provide step-by-
step instructions on using some of the more common features and scenarios.

The rest of the manual, comprising Actions and Variables Reference, Lua Language Reference
and Lua Library Reference contains detailed and complete reference material.

This manual does not attempt to cover additional features provided as optional downloads
from the Promixis web site. These include Plugins and Lua scripts which are supplied with
their own documentation. Nor does it attempt to cover Flash or HTML authoring as many good
references are already available for these technologies.
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2 Visual Customization

1.Visual Layout Concepts
2.CCF File
3.Pages and Page Groups
4.Templates
5.Bitmaps
6.Buttons
7.Frames
8.Testing the CCF
9.Property grid 

2.1 Visual Layout Concepts

A CCF application is a collection of Pages (sometimes called Panels) each of which is a full-
screen display (on a PC, the client application may be shown in a window, but a Page still fills
the entire client window). One Page is displayed at a time. A Page consists of a collection of
rectangular elements which may be Frames or Buttons. Frames have a nested collection of
further Frames and Buttons forming a hierarchical structure (grouping). Buttons can be
pressed and doing so invokes a list of Actions, which are discussed in the next section,
Behavioral Customization.

The rectangular region represented by a Frame or a Button has a visual representation. In
the simplest case, this is just a block of color. For a more sophisticated look, it can be a 
Bitmap (a picture). Buttons with non-rectangular shapes can be simulated using Bitmaps with
transparent backgrounds. There are also a range of specialist button types like progress
bars, text entry boxes and even a Web Browser and a Flash Player. These are called Button
Components.

This screen shot shows that Frames and Buttons can overlap or overlay each other. There is
a Frame covering the entire Page and containing a background bitmap (the picture frame,
background color and shadow effects). The other elements are laid on top of this Frame and
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often have transparent backgrounds so they do not have to appear rectangular.

The three Buttons down the left side cause window-like overlays to slide in from the left.
These overlays are Frames currently positioned off screen and therefore not visible. The
elements on these Frames are grouped with the Frame so that when it is moved, it and all its
elements move together as a unit. This grouping is not necessary to simply have one element
overlaid on another, which is why Frames can be layered on top of Buttons.

 

2.2 CCF File

Opening or Creating a CCF File

Multiple CCF files may be opened in NetRemote Designer at once using Open on the File
menu. Each file is represented by a tab above the Tree Pane. This is particularly useful if you
want to copy elements from one file to another. Note that the NetRemote Clients can only
open one CCF file at a time, so all the Pages in use must be contained in the same file.

Use New on the File menu or the New button on the toolbar to create a CCF file from
scratch.

Setting the Resolution

All the pages in a CCF file have the same resolution (size). When preparing a CCF for a PPC,
the resolution should match the screen resolution of the PPC. For a PC client, you can use any
resolution less than or equal to the resolution of the screen. The PC client can show the
Pages in a window or full screen and can expand a lower resolution Page to fill the entire
screen as required. However, a Page will look "blocky" in full screen mode if the resolution of
the CCF is a lot less than the resolution of the screen.

Set the resolution of a CCF by right-clicking the System node in the tree and taking the
Properties option. The dropdown list gives a number of standard, named resolutions or you
can select an arbitrary resolution by picking "Other" and setting the horizontal (first number)
and vertical resolution in pixels.

CCF File Versions

In addition to setting the resolution, the File Properties dialog and the New File dialog allow
selection of a File Format. Choose the default NetRemote Designer 1.0 format unless you
require advanced features like pixel accurate text placement and longer text strings. 1.1 files
cannot be opened by earlier versions of the designer.

The CCF Tree

The following screen shot shows NetRemote Designer 2 immediately after a new CCF file has
been created and saved as MyFirs tLayou t.ccf. I'm using the Dark Side skin here. The structure
of the CCF is shown as a tree in the left-hand pane. The tree has been expanded (all except
the Hardkeys which will be discussed later in Behavioral Customization) and the "Home"
Page in the "HOME" Page Group has been automatically opened for editing.
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Pages are organized in Page Groups (sometimes called Devices) which provides a two-level
name space. Two Pages may have the same name (for example, "Home") provided they are
in different Page Groups. The Pages in a Page Group also share the same Template.
Templates allow part of the Page to be common between a number of Pages without that
part having to be duplicated on every page, improving efficiency and making maintenance
easier. Elements drawn on the Template (for example "masterTemplate") will be overlaid by
elements drawn on the Page. Elements drawn on the Overlay (for example "masterTemplate
Overlay") will overlay objects on the page (and those on the template).

Text Fonts

By default, NetRemote Designer uses a special font for labeling buttons and frames. This
"Pronto" font has a range of special symbols of the type often used in AV equipment remote
controls in addition to normal alphanumeric characters. You can change the font for the entire
CCF file using Global Font Replace on the Tools menu. The font can also be changed for
individual frames or buttons as described later. In either case, make sure the selected font is
available on the machine which will run NetRemote as well as on the designer machine. The
Pronto font is always installed with NetRemote and so can be safely assumed to be present.
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Saving the CCF File

After creating a new CCF file it is best to immediately set the resolution and file format and
then save the file using Save As on the File menu or the Save button on the toolbar.

 

2.3 Pages and Page Groups

A newly created CCF file has one Page "Home" in the "HOME" Page Group. Either of these
names may be changed by selecting the node and editing the name in the Property Grid.

A new Page may be added by right-clicking on the Page Group and taking Add Page.

A new Page Group may be added by right-clicking on the Page Groups node and taking Add
Page Group.

Open a Page for editing by double-clicking its node in the tree. Several Pages may be open at
once, represented by tabs above the right-hand pane.

 

2.4 Templates

A CCF file provides a fixed set of three Templates called "masterTemplate", "deviceTemplate"
and "macroTemplate", although these names have no particular significance. One of the
Templates is associated with each Page Group (select on the Page Group node and pick

the desired Template from the Template page drop-down in the property grid). This
Template then applies to all the Pages in the Page Group. Each template has an associated 
Overlay. Elements on the template are drawn under elements on the page or the overlay,
while elements on the overlay are drawn on top of all other elements.

A template or overlay can be opened for editing exactly like a page. Think of the template as
paper and the page as an OHP slide laid on top of it. Elements on the template will show
through to the Page unless covered by elements on the Page itself. In the Page Editor,
Template elements will be shown, but will not be editable. They must be edited on the
Template itself and these edits will show on all Pages based on that Template. Similarly, the
Overlay acts as a mask through which the Page is viewed.
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The Template system is particularly useful for standard Page navigation buttons, for branding
logos and background textures and for common controls such as volume and mute. The
limitation to three Templates does call for some planning however. It may be best to keep
one of the three Templates completely blank in case you want to make a unique page.

 

2.5 Bitmaps

Introduction

Bitmaps for use on Buttons and Frames are contained within the CCF file in an Image Gallery.
This enables the same Bitmap to be used multiple times without having to be duplicated. The
Gallery is displayed in an Image Picker dialog accessed from the Button or Frame's States/
Appearance property (see later) or via the Tools menu, Loaded Image Gallery. To add a
Bitmap from a file, press the Add Images toolbar button.
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Managing Bitmaps

To transfer Bitmaps from one CCF file to another, first export the required images to files. In
the Image Picker, select Export Image or Export All Images on the toolbar. The latter
option will export an auto-named file for each image in the collection. To import the Bitmaps
into another CCF file, open the Image Picker for the destination file and select Add Images on
the toolbar. You can select multiple image files in the file picker using the usual shift-click and
ctrl-click techniques.

When Bitmaps are used in Frames and Buttons they are referenced by their order in the
Image Picker. It is possible to change the look of a CCF (to "skin" it) by replacing all the
Bitmaps with a new set. Ensure the new set is contained in a directory with with the files
named with the correct sequence (e.g. name-0.png up to name-93.png). The existing images
will be replaced with the same number of new ones from the sequence. Of course, to work
successfully, the new images must be the same size as the old ones.

The # references field below each image shows how many times an image is used in the
CCF.  Clicking on the drop-down next to the number of references displays a list of all the
elements that use that image. Selecting one of those references will select that element in
the tree view.

If you have a lot of images in your CCF then you can filter the images shown using the Edit
Filter button. 
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Creating Bitmaps

A Bitmap file can be produced from scratch or an existing one can be modified using an image
editor. The screen shot shows a Bitmap with a transparent background being edited in Paint.
NET.

The native format used by Paint.NET is PNG and it has very good support for transparency
effects making it ideally suited for use with NetRemote. Here are some tips.

Start by creating a new image and specifying the exact size required. Paint.NET
creates new images with a white background. If you want transparent, first use 
Select All and then Erase Selection to clear the background. The transparent
background is indicated with a faint checkerboard pattern.
NetRemote supports translucent ink which is well catered for in Paint.NET. The color
picker has the usual Red, Green and Blue primary color channels, but also a
transparency or alpha channel. This can be set between 255 (totally opaque) and 0
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(totally transparent). Use transparency to build up images in Paint.Net or paint
translucent images over a transparent background allowing image layering in 
NetRemote. For example, you could have ethereal Buttons floating over a
background image.
A good way of working is to create a whole-Page image the same size as the 
NetRemote resolution. Then copy the active parts of the Buttons and Panels out
using the rectangular selection tool. Paint.NET only opens one Bitmap at a time, so
open a second instance of the program, copy selections from the first instance and
paste them in the second to save individual PNG files.
NetRemote Designer can overlay text onto a Button, so you do not usually need to
put text on the Bitmaps (unless for example, you want vertical text or some special
text effect). It is possible to re-use one Button bitmap over and over again. You can
also overlay a smaller image on a Button by placing a Frame on top of it.

 

2.6 Buttons

Adding a Button

To add a Button to a Page, open the Page in the Page editor (double-click on it in the

tree), then right-click close to where the button should be located and select Add new

button.

Button Properties

Select the button and edit the properties using the property grid.

Here's a typical button property view
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The Element Name serves two purposes. If Show Name is checked, the Element Name is
shown over the Button bitmap or background color. The Element Name is also used to refer
to the Button in some cases. The alignment of the text on the Button and the font and size
can be selected and Use word wrap can be checked to have the text wrap to more than one
line on the Button. The name can be edited either by clicking on the Name field or by using
the drop down to open the name property editor. The text color can be selected using Color
Scheme described later.

Appearances and States
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The States/Appearance property editor lets you specify one or more appearances (or "looks")
for the Button. All Buttons have at least two appearances, Button Up / Released and Button
Down / Pressed. You can create a second state for the button by pressing the Add State
button in the states/appearances property editor. This creates a second pair of appearances
which can be configured as before. The Rules for selecting states at run-time will be
discussed later. Typically, an additional state is used to indicate that a Button is unavailable,
but it can also be used for other purposes such as making a check-box with checked and
unchecked states.

Attaching a Bitmap

To attach a Bitmap, click anywhere in the box for the required appearance and pick the
Bitmap desired. If the Bitmap is not already loaded, select Add images on the toolbar to load
the Bitmap from a file. See 

Setting Color Schemes

Click on the Color Scheme box to pick colors for the button.
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Color schemes assist with keeping consistency between different elements. Right-click on the
schemes area and select Add Scheme to create a new scheme. Select a scheme and click on
Foreground or Background to pick a color for the scheme. Check the Transparent box to
ignore the background color and leave the background transparent.

Actions

Using Buttons to navigate between pages will be dealt with in more detail in Behavioral
Customization, however the subject is introduced here because without navigation buttons
there is no way to see any Page other than the Home page in the NetRemote Client.

To make a Button change Pages when pressed, double-click on the button and click the
Action Designer tab. On the left-hand pane, expand the Jump node. All the Pages are listed
in their Page Groups. Double-click on the Page to jump to and it appears as a PANEL_JUMP
action in the action list. Note that there are also Special jumps available for navigating back
and for "scrolling" through the Pages in a Page Group.
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Other Settings

The Position/Advanced tab allows the position of the Button to be set explicitly and the size
to be set if the Button does not have a Bitmap. Padding allows finer control of the position of
the text on the button. Set Text Alignment on the Display tab to Top Left and then use the
padding values to control the position of the text with pixel accuracy. (The Padding feature
only works in NetRemote 2.0 or greater.)

The remaining options on this tab will be dealt with in the Behavioral Customization section.
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2.7 Frames

Adding A Frame

To add a Frame to a Page, open the Page in the Page editor (double-click on it in the tree),
then right-click close to where the Frame should be located and select Add new frame.
Right-click on the Frame and take Properties.

Frame Properties

The Display tab of the Frame Properties dialog is virtually identical to that for Buttons. The
main difference is that there is just one appearance per state because Frames cannot be
pressed.

The Position/Advanced tab contains the same positioning, sizing and padding controls as for
Buttons. The remaining group of controls configures the Child Loop feature which we will
discuss later in this topic.

Layering Elements

A Frame or a Button can be positioned to fully or partially overlap a Frame. To change which
element is on top, select an element, right-click and select Bring To Front, Send To Back,
Bring Forward or Send Backward). If the upper element has a bitmap with transparent or
translucent pixels, parts of underlying elements will show through.

Container Frames

Apart from the fact that a Frame cannot be "pressed" in the way a button can, there is
another important difference. A Frame can contain frames and buttons. A Frame and the
elements it contains behave as a unit - if the Frame is moved, all the contained elements
move with it. A container frame is like a mini-Page in its own right. Note that containment can
be nested - a Frame can contain a Frame which contains another Frame and so on.

To add a Frame or Button so it will be contained within a Frame, first select the container
Frame, then right-click and Add Frame or Add Button. Alternatively, right-click and Cut an
existing element, select the container Frame, right-click and Paste. Or you can group a set of
elements onto a new Frame in one step. Select all the elements in the group (hold Ctrl and
Left-Click each element) then Right-click on one of the selected objects and Group. You can
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reverse this operation (delete a frame leaving its contained elements behind) by selecting the
container frame, Right-click it and select Ungroup.

Child Loops

Sometimes it is useful to have a container Frame which contains an array of identical
elements. Examples are a vertical list of labeled Frames to show album art and song titles, or
a row of star graphics to express a quality rating, or a two dimensional array of numbers for a
calendar display.

To set up an element array, create the container Frame and then make it contain a single
instance of the repeating element. This must be a single element, but it can be a container
Frame which itself contains other elements. Position the repeating element where the top-
most, left-most element should go. Right-click on the containing Frame and select Properties
. Select the Position/Advanced tab and set #X and #Y to the numbers of horizontal and/or
vertical repetitions required. You can increase the X Spacing and Y Spacing to adjust the
position of the elements relative to their neighbors.

Each instance of the repeating element has an index number. The numbers start at the value
set in the Start property and increase across the rows and then down the columns. The
token <LoopIndex> gets replaced by this number when the CCF is running in a client. For
example, you could use "Button - <LoopIndex>" as the name of the Button used as the
repeating element and then at runtime the array of Buttons would be labeled "Button - 0",
"Button - 1" etc.
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Child Loops can be nested as repeating elements within an outer child loop. In this case 
<^LoopIndex> pastes the loop index of the parent.

 

2.8 Testing the CCF

To test a CCF in the PC Client, first save it in NetRemote Designer by pressing the Save
toolbar button. Then take Send Interface to NetRemote on the Tools menu. Once this has
been done, further changes to the CCF in the Designer will be reflected to the Client
whenever the file is saved.

To test the CCF in a PPC Client, first ensure the PPC is connected to the PC with a working
ActiveSync connection. On the PC, use the Mobile Device link in My Computer to navigate to
the NRCCF directory on the PPC. Copy the CCF file to this PPC directory. If there is an
attached Lua file (see later) then copy this across as well. Start NetRemote on the PPC and
take Load then Interface File (CCF) on the Tools menu. Navigate to the CCF file and open
it.

 

2.9 Property grid

Enter topic text here.

2.10 Dockable panes

Enter topic text here.
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3 Behavioral Customization

1.Behavioral Concepts
2.Hardkeys
3.Plugins
4.Action Lists
5.NetRemote Variables
6.Controlling Appearance
7.Button Components
8.Animating Frames
9.Lua Scripting

 

3.1 Behavioral Concepts

Visual Customization described how to build the "look" of a NetRemote application in a CCF
file. This section describes how to construct the "feel" of the application - how to navigate
between pages, take action when a screen button or Hardkey is pressed and how to provide
feedback on the status of controlled devices.

When a Button (Hardkey or screen Button) is pressed, the NetRemote Client executes an
Action List from the CCF file. A wide range of different Actions is available to be put in these
lists. Typical Actions include activating another Page, sending an IR signal, sending a
command over the wireless network to a server and setting a Variable which controls some
aspect of the NetRemote interface. For advanced uses, it can also include running a function
programmed using the Lua scripting language.

NetRemote Clients maintain a table of named Variables which may contain text strings or
images. These Variables can be used to control the state of elements in the interface
including labels shown on Buttons and Bitmaps shown in Frames.

NetRemote Plugins communicate with servers providing Variables and Actions related to
specific applications. They can also provide Component Button types such as a web browser
which render their own, often dynamic and interactive, image on the button surface.

For ultimate control, there is Lua scripting, which enables more complex Actions to be
created.

 

3.2 Hardkeys

In addition to on-screen Buttons the Clients offer Hardkeys. These are keyboard keys in the
PC Client and hardware buttons on PPC Clients. Functions can be assigned to these keys
using Action Lists. There is a different set of Action Lists in each Page Group, so the function
assigned to each key can vary according to which Page is currently active.

Most PPC devices have four application buttons mapped to the Hardkeys FarLeft, Left, Right,
FarRight. In addition most have a directional device mapped to ArrowUp, ArrowDown,
ArrowLeft, ArrowRight and ArrowSelect. The mapping may be changed using the HotKeys
properties page in the NetRemote PPC Client.

The PC Client allows mapping of keyboard keys to any of the Hardkeys using the Hotkeys
properties page. This includes the PPC Hardkeys plus some additional ones, VolumeUp,
VolumeDown, ChannelUp, ChannelDown and Mute which are not normally available on a
PPC.
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3.3 Plugins

NetRemote Designer uses the Plugins which are configured in the PC Client application. This
determines which NR Variables are available, which Actions are presented on the Action
Designer and which Button Components are available. If you intend using multiple instances
of any Plugin (for example to talk to more than one Girder machine or Mediabridge server or
to use more than one type of CIR) ensure all the instances are configured in the PC Client
before starting NetRemote Designer.

When deploying to a PPC, ensure that any Plugins used in the CCF are installed and
configured in the PPC.

The set of Plugins that Promixis ships with NetRemote comprises the following.

NRBasic: A miscellaneous collection of Actions and Variables related to the operation of
NetRemote. Includes Variable manipulation, screen and device control, running other
applications and ActiveX components on the client machine and running Lua scripts.

Advanced Controls: An additional miscellaneous collection originally contributed by an
expert NetRemote user. Includes a sophisticated set of Button Components including
text editors and drop-down lists, some additional Variable manipulation and a "keep
awake" to defeat Client machine power-save features.

WebBrowser: Provides a Web Browser Button Component and Actions for navigating it. Also
provides a local Web Server to serve scriptable pages to the Web Browser providing an
alternative way of making an interactive visual presentation.

FlashPlayer: Provides a Button Component which plays Macromedia Flash animation files.

Infrared: Supports GlobalCaché (a stand-alone network based IR transmitter) and Girder
(works with Promixis Girder to send IR through a variety of PC based IR sender
hardware). 

Girder: Provides Actions and automatic features for interfacing over a network with the
Promixis Girder automation application.

Mediabridge: Provides Actions, Variables and Button Components for interfacing over a
network with a NetRemote Mediabridge server running on a PC. This allows control of
Windows Media Player, WinAmp, J.River Media Center, iTunes or Windows Media Center
Edition.

Zoom: Similar to Mediabridge, but working directly to the Zoom Player application using its
TCP interface.

Wake On Lan: Provides the Send Wake On Lan action which allows a computer which
supports Wake On LAN (WOL) to be powered up from a remote location.

Generic: Provides the ability to interface with many TCP based network devices and
applications using Lua scripting.

 

3.4 Action Lists

Editing Action Lists
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To view and edit the Action List for a Button, select the Button in the CCF tree or in the Page
layout editor, right-click and take Edit Actions.

To view and edit the Action List for a Hardkey, right-click on the Hardkey in the CCF tree and
select Edit Actions.

The right-hand pane in the Action Designer shows the Action List and the left-hand pane is a
tree containing all the Actions that are available.

To insert an Action into the list, either double-click the Action in the tree or click and drag
the Action onto the list. If the Action requires parameters, a dialog will pop enabling them to
be specified. For example, double-clicking the Infrared Action pops a dialog to set up the IR
parameters.
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To edit the parameters of an existing Action, double-click on it in the Action List.

The toolbar buttons above the Action List operate on the selected Action. In order, they move
it up or down the list, cut, copy or paste it, or delete it.

Available Actions

The available Actions are described in detail in the Actions and Variables Reference, but here
is a brief introduction to the most common ones.

Jump: Makes another Page active. Note that a jump Action must be last in the Action List
because no further Actions will be executed.

Infrared: Transmits an IR code. You can copy the code from another CCF or you can enter the
parameters of one of the standard formats directly. If you want to learn the code from an
existing remote, there are two methods. If you have a USB-UIRT device connected to the PC,
you can use the Learn button on the IR Action properties (see Infrared Plugin topic). Or you
can copy the CCF file to a PPC, and use the Learn IR feature in the PPC Client (see the
NetRemote User Guide).

Delay: Introduces a timed delay between two Actions. It may be useful to insert a delay
between two IR transmissions so the controlled device can keep up.

Beep: Generates a mono-tonal sound. Could be used to simulate a key click sound.

Alias: This executes the Action List of another element before returning to complete the
Actions in this list. The effect is similar to a subroutine call. It avoids the need to repeat the
same sequence of Actions over and over again. It is common practice to have hidden Pages in
a CCF containing Buttons which are there simply as holders for Alias targets (often referred to
as Macros).
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3.5 NetRemote Variables

Introduction

NetRemote Variables are completely distinct from Lua Variables (introduced later). NetRemote
Variables have a name and a value. The name is an arbitrary string which may include special
characters and spaces. The value is either a text string or an image (Bitmap).

Some conventions influence the way NetRemote Variables are displayed or interpreted.
Period characters embedded in the name string create an outline structure in the
Variable Inspector. For example, NR.ClockTime will display under a heading node NR.
This convention is used to group like Variables together and reduce the chances of
name clashes. For example, all Variables created by a Plugin would have the same
prefix. This can be extended to multiple layers, for example, NR.FILE.Path.
Some Actions interpret variable values as whole numbers. These are stored as
number strings in the usual way with only digits 0..9 and - (minus sign) being valid
characters. Strings with invalid characters and empty strings will be interpreted as
zero.
Some Actions interpret variable values as booleans (Yes or No answers). By
convention, "1" represents true or yes, while "0" represents false or no. Empty
string is also interpreted as false while anything other than empty string or "0" is
interpreted as true.

The Variable Inspector

View the current NetRemote Variables and their values in the NetRemote Variable Inspector
(accessed from the Tools menu).
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Variable Pasting

Image variables can be displayed on a button or frame by specifying the variable name in the 
Image Variable setting on the Position/Advanced tab of the properties dialog.

String variables can be displayed by specifying the variable name in curly braces as part or all
of the Element Name on the Display tab of the properties dialog. The variable name will be
replaced by the value of the variable each time the value changes. For example, the string
"The time is now {NR.ClockTime}." will be continually updated to something like "The time is
now 10:54."

Sometimes this continual updating is not the desired behavior. A variable name enclosed in
angle brackets is evaluated only once when the page is loaded. For example, the string
"Page loaded at <NR.ClockTime>." might show "Page loaded at 10:54." and this will only
change if the user switches to another page and then back to this one.

There are some pre-defined variables which get values when the page is loaded.

<LoopIndex>: In a Child Loop, this inserts the repetition index of the element in which it is
used.

<^LoopIndex>: In a nested Child Loop, this inserts the repetition index of the parent
element of the element in which it is used.

<^>: This inserts the name of the parent of the element it is used in.

<.>: This may be used anywhere in an element except in the Name property. It is used to
refer to the name of the current element in e.g. Lua state rules or Lua actions. 

The ^ character ascends through one level of containment and it can be repeated to ascend
multiple levels. The LoopIndex variable always refers to the first containing frame with a child
loop specified. Or we can say that the LoopIndex variable is inherited by the looped element
and its descendants until replaced by a nested child loop.
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The screen shot shows the hierarchy of elements in NetRemote Designer with the NetRemote
Client overlaid. In the Button, <LoopIndex> refers to the position of the current instance in the
child loop defined in the Frame called Horizontal Child Loop. <^^LoopIndex> refers to the
position of the Button (and its parent Frames) in the child loop defined in the Frame called 
Vertical Child Loop which is two containment levels up. The middle number is generated by
<^LoopIndex> which refers to the Frame called Looped Container. Since this does not have a
child loop defined, it inherits LoopIndex from its parent, Vertical Child Loop.

Variable pasting can be nested to dynamically display extracted data. For example, the
following could be entered as the name of a frame in a Child Loop.

{MP["<Zones[<LoopIndex>].Name>"].Track}

When the page containing this frame is loaded, firstly <LoopIndex> will be substituted by the
child loop index number for this frame instance, say "3". So the expression becomes

{MP["<Zones[3].Name>"].Track}

Next "<Zones[3].Name>" is substituted with the value of that variable, say "Main Zone", and
the expression becomes.

{MP["Main Zone"].Track}

Finally this expression is substituted with the current value of the variable, say "Random
Vibes" and this is displayed in the frame.

Because this final variable name is enclosed in curly braces, the displayed text will be
updated automatically whenever the variable value changes, so when the track changes, the
new name will be automatically displayed. However, should the variable Zones[3].Name
change, the display will not be updated because, due to the use of angle braces, this variable
was bound in the expression when the page was loaded.
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Variable Manipulation Actions

The NRBasic Plugin provides a number of Actions which can be used to manipulate NR
Variables.

Set variable to value: Sets a Variable to a value (string). This will also create a new
Variable if the name given does not already exist.

Add value to variable: The current value must be a numeric string. A supplied value is
added to the current value (the value may be negative for subtraction). A minimum and
maximum value for the Variable may be provided.

Toggle value of variable: If the Variable is not "0" it is set to "0". If it is "0" it is set to
"1".

Clear image variable: Clears the bitmap from an image Variable.

Wait for variable to equal a value: Delays execution of the Actions list until either the
specified Variable equals a given value or a maximum wait time is reached.

Stop all actions if the variable does not equal a value: Tests if the Variable equals
the value and skips remaining Actions in the list if it does not.

Skip the next action if the variable does not equal a value: Tests if the Variable
equals the value and skips the next Action in the list if it is not.

The Advanced Controls Plugin provides some additional NR Variable related Actions.

Set a variable after a delay: Sets a Variable to a value after a set delay and repeats a
set number of times, or indefinitely.

Cancel a scheduled set of a variable: Cancels further timed setting of the specified
Variable.

 

3.6 Controlling Appearance

Displaying Variables in Elements

The simplest way of displaying Variables is to pas te them into the name fields of Frames (or
sometimes Buttons). This is done by enclosing the Variable name in curly brackets. For
example, Time: {NR.ClockTime} as a Frame name will show something like Time: 10:24 in
the frame and this will automatically update as time progresses (see NetRemote Variables).

Using Variables to Control Element State

Variables can be used to set the state of a Frame or Button. On the element Properties
dialog, Display page, when a non-default state is selected a Variable can be selected into
the Rule box. (If necessary, add a state by right-clicking in the States box.) Enter a value in
the is box. If the value of the Variable matches the constant the element will be shown in this
state, otherwise it will be shown in the default state.
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If the Hidden State box is ticked for a specific state, then the element is hidden completely
when in that state.

Displaying Image Variables in Elements

Image Variable names can be used in the Image Variable setting on the Position/Advanced
tab of the Frame or Button Properties dialog. Typically this feature is used to show album art
or weather maps.

The Clear image variable Action can be used to clear out an image Variable. Setting image
Variables requires image data to be pushed by a server. The Mediabridge Plugin provides a
number of standard image Variables. Promixis Girder can be used to push image Variables, or
this can be accomplished in NetRemote using Lua programming.

 

3.7 Button Components

Some Plugins provide Button Components. These take over visually rendering the area of the
Button and often provide special interactive features.

To insert a Button Component, place and size a Button as normal, double-click on it to bring
up the Element Properties dialog and click the Position/Advanced tab. Select a button
component in the Component Type dropdown. If the Set Properties button is enabled, press
it to configure the Button Component.
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Note that the Action Designer tab is no longer available for Button Components. This is
because Actions are pre-defined by the Plugin. To turn a Button back into a standard one
with an Action List, select "Standard Button" in the Component dropdown.

Text Edit Box Component

This component is provided by the NRBasic Plugin. It binds to a specified Variable and allows
the string value of that Variable to be edited interactively.

Slider Thumb Component

This component, provided by the NRBasic Plugin implements a scroll or slider control, for
example to set the audio volume. The Button must be contained within a Frame which defines
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the limits of its movement. Moving the slider changes the value of the Variable and changing
the value of the Variable moves the slider.

Image Progress Bar Component

This component, provided by the NRBasic Plugin, shows a progress bar which graphically
displays the value of a variable (interpreted as numeric) between set limits.

ActiveX Component

This component, provided by the NRBasic Plugin allows any ActiveX visual control to be
displayed on a Page.

Embedded Web Browser Component

This component is provided by the WebBrowser Plugin. It shows an HTML document either
downloaded from the internet or from the local file system. You can specify an initial URL, or
use Buttons to navigate using the supplied Actions.

Flash Player Component

This component is provided by the FlashPlayer Plugin. It displays a Macromedia Flash
animation on the button surface.

Dropdown List Components

Provided by the AvidUtils Plugin, these components display pick-lists for the user to select
between options.

Text String Component

Provided by the AvidUtils Plugin, this component displays and edits variables as text. It
handles long multi-line texts with scrolling options and an optional context menu.

Scrolling Text Component

Provided by the AvidUtils Plugin, this component displays the text entered as the button
name with automatic sideways scrolling.

Girder Mouse Mode Component

Provided by the Girder Plugin, this component presents a virtual mouse pad for remotely
controlling the pointer on a Windows computer running Girder.

Mediabridge Components

Provided by the Mediabridge Plugin, these components present Media Player information and
provide controls to enable selection of items from a media library.

 

3.8 Animating Frames

Some of the standard CCF files feature "windows" which appear to slide over the Page to
provide additional features as a temporary overlay. This effect is produced by moving a Frame
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relative to its parent Page or Frame. The animated Frame is simply moved out of the visible
area of its parent to hide it.

To create an animated frame follow these steps.

1.Create a new Frame on the Page or Frame over which it will move. Add any
required elements to the animated Frame. The animated Frame must have a unique
name within its parent.

2.Add a control Button to the animated Frame on the opposite side of the Frame from
the direction of animation. For example, if you want the Frame to slide downward
from the top of its parent, put the control Button on the bottom edge.

3.Insert a Lua Event action from the NRBasic Plugin into the action list of the control
Button and give the event the name "SlideAuto".

4.Drag the animated Frame to the position you want it when it is closed or hidden.
This will normally be a position in which only the control Button is still showing.

Advanced features are implemented using "hidden" Buttons on the animated Frame with
special names (create a small Button and tick the "Hidden State" box on the Properties,
Display tab).

The available special element names are as follows.

TIMEOUT:nn: nn is a timeout in seconds, for example TIMEOUT:04. The Frame automatically
closes again the specified number of seconds after it is opened.

CLOSE:x: x is a * character or a space separated list of Frame names. For example CLOSE:*
closes all other open Frames with the same parent as the animated Frame. CLOSE:frame1
frame2 closes animated Frames frame1 and frame2 if they are open. This feature can be
used to implement mutually exclusive Frame systems similar to menus in Windows.

OPEN:x: x is a * character or a space separated list of Frame names. This can be used to link
two or more Frames together so opening one causes the other to open at the same time (for
example, Frames that simultaneously move in from left and right like curtains).

LINK:x: x is a * character or a space separated list of Frame names. The linked Frames will
move in the same direction and the same distance as the controlling Frame.

It is also possible to open and close a Frame from a button which is not on the Frame itself.
In this case, the button should have an Execute lua code action NRBasic Plugin with the Lua
code AutoSlide("framename").

More extensive frame animation features are available from Lua. See Element Animation
Library in the Lua Library Reference.

 

3.9 Lua Scripting

Detailed information on the Lua Scripting language is provided in Lua Language Reference
and extensions specific to NetRemote are detailed in the Lua Library Reference. This section
serves as a brief introduction to what is possible.

Note that it is possible to write very sophisticated NetRemote applications without any Lua
coding. Lua is provided for ambitious users who are prepared to put in some learning time.
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Start-up Scripts

When a NetRemote Client loads a CCF file, it checks in the same directory for a file with the
same name as the CCF file, but with the extension .lua rather than .ccf. If it finds such a file it
compiles and runs it. Create or edit the Lua file associated with a CCF by right-clicking on the 
System node and taking Edit Lua Script File.

This script can provide start-up processing including installing Lua functions and NR Variables
which are then available for use by Actions in the CCF.

Running Scripts from Buttons

The NRBasic Plugin provides three actions which run Lua code, either when the Button is
pressed, when it is released or both (plus repeating if the Button is held down). These take a
Lua chunk which was limited to 256 characters in previous versions. While this limitation has
been lifted, for best performance, the chunk should in any case be kept short, ideally just
calling a Lua function defined in one of the startup scripts.

Scripting Visual States

Lua code can also be used to determine which state of a Frame or Button is active. On the 
Properties dialog, Display tab, select a State other than Default (right-click the States box
to create a new State if necessary) and then select Lua as the Rule. Then press the Edit Lua
Code button.

The Lua code should return true to select this state, otherwise it should return false.

If the Hidden State box is ticked, selecting this state will make the element invisible.

Scripting Web Pages

Lua code can be embedded in HTML files served to the Web Browser button component by its
built-in web server. This code is executed each time the page is served and it can modify the
HTML before it is rendered (WebBrowser Plugin).

Lua Variables

Lua Variables provide another way to store data which is separate from the NetRemote
Variable system. Lua variables have a wider range of types, representing numbers, strings,
boolean values, functions, tables or objects. Lua provides Global variables which are
available to any Lua code on the system and Local variables which are only available within
the current function or chunk. There is a Lua Variable Inspector available from the Tools
menu which does a similar job to the NetRemote Variable Inspector for Lua Global Variables.

 



Part
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4 Actions and Variables Reference

1.Built-in Actions and Variables.
2.Plugins and Plugin Instances.
3.NRBasic Plugin Lua Actions, Variable Manipulation etc.
4.AvidUtils Plugin Miscellaneous Button Components etc.
5.FlashPlayer Plugin Displays Macromedia Flash Animations.
6.Generic Plugin IP Device Interface Toolkit.
7.Girder Plugin Network Interface to Promixis Girder.
8.Infrared Plugin Consumer IR Device Control.
9.Mediabridge Plugin Network Interface to PC Media Players.
10.Wake On Lan Plugin Wake another computer on the Network.
11.WebBrowser Plugin Web Browser Button Component.
12.Zoom Plugin Network Interface to Zoom PC Media Player.

 

4.1 Built-in Actions and Variables

Actions

Alias: Executes the Action List of the selected Button. This is like a subroutine and avoids the
need to duplicate common Action sequences. The Button target will often be on a Page that
never gets displayed.

Beep: Makes a noise of the specified duration, frequency and volume.

Delay: Delays the execution of subsequent Actions in the Action List by a specified number of
milliseconds.

Infrared: Transmits a Consumer Infrared (CIR) control signal. For CCF compatibility, this is a
built-in action which is always available, but it is do-nothing unless the Infrared Plugin is
available, and it is described in more detail in that section.

Jump: Changes the Page showing in the NetRemote Client. This must be the last Action in
the Action List. The target can be a specified Page, the previous Page viewed (Back) or the
next or previous Page in the current Page Group (Scroll Down, Scroll Up).

Variables

NRFULLVERSION: Text showing product name and version, for example NetRemote 2
2.0.0.83.

NRPLATFORM / NRCFG.Platform: Text WIN32 or WINCE.

NRVERSION / NRCFG.Version: Text showing version number, for example 2.0.0.83.

NR.ClockDate: Current date in the format specified in Properties / General.

Code Substitution Code Substitution

d Day of month 1..31 dd Day of month 01..31

ddd Day of week "Fri" dddd Day of week "Friday"

M Month 1..12 MM Month 01..12

MMM Month "Mar" MMMM Month "March"

y Year 0..99 yy Year 00..99

yyyy Year 0000..9999 gg "BC" or blank
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NR.ClockTime: Current time in the format specified in Properties / General.

Code Substitution Code Substitution

h Hours 1..12 hh Hours 01..12

H Hours 0..23 HH Hours 00..23

m Minutes 0..59 mm Minutes 00..59

s Seconds 0..59 ss Seconds 00..59

t A or P tt AM or PM

NR.DeviceName: Name of the current Page Group (Device).

NR.PanelName: Name of the current Page (Panel).

NR.FarLeftName / NR.LeftName / NR.RightName / NR.FarRightName: Labels for the standard
Hotkeys.

NR.InstallDir: The path to the NetRemote Client executable (without a trailing backslash) for
example C:\Program Files\Promixis\NetRemote.

NR.FILE.Name: The full path and name of the currently loaded CCF file.

NR.FILE.Path: The path component only of the above, with no trailing backslash.

NRCFG.DeviceHeight / NRCFG.DeviceWidth: The maximum number of pixels available on the
device on which the NetRemote Client is running.

NRCFG.IsRegistered: "1" if the NetRemote Client is registered (paid for), else "0".

NRCFG.ShapedWindowsDisabled: "1" if Shaped Windows are disabled in Properties /
General, else "0".

Source: Built-in.

 

4.2 Plugins and Plugin Instances

NetRemote Plugins provide the bulk of NetRemote's Actions and all of its Button
Components. The plugin system provides extensibility to NetRemote both in respect to the
type of functionality offered and to the s cale of that functionality. For example, the
Mediabridge Plugin works with the Mediabridge Server (perhaps on a different computer) to
control a number of different types of media player software. However, it does not support
the popular Zoom Player. That interface has been implemented as an additional Plugin which
works directly to the player, not through the Mediabridge Server. Further media players could
be supported in the future in a similar way. If NetRemote needs to work with several
Mediabridge Servers at the same time, several ins tances of the  MediabridgePlugin will be
required.

In the Action Designer, all Plugins have an Instances node and expanding this reveals a node
for each instance of the Plugin. Expanding the instance node reveals a complete copy of the
Action tree. The Actions under the Plugin Type node relate to the cu rren t instance while those
under each Instance Node relate to that specific instance. In some cases it makes sense to
bind control buttons to a specific instance and to do this the instance specific Actions are
used. However in other cases it will make sense to have a control to set a cu rren t ins tance
and use the same set of buttons control all the instances, one at a time. When the second
mode of operation makes sense, a set of Plugin instance control Actions is provided as
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follows.

Next plugin instance: Use this action to change the current instance to the next available
instance.

Previous plugin instance: Similarly, use this action to change the current instance to the
previous available instance.

Set current plugin instance: Use this action from a specific instance to set that instance as
the current instance. The current instance version of this Action has no effect.

Each Plugin Type has a Type ID which is always the same for that type. Each instance is
assigned a different Instance ID. The Type ID number can be seen in brackets after the top
level nodes on the Plugins tab of NetRemote Options. The top level node can be expanded to
show the individual instances with their instance ID numbers. Sometimes instances also have
names to further identify them, but this is not always the case.

Each plugin type provides two standard NetRemote Variables to identify the current instance
(i is the Type ID for each Plugin type).

Plugins[i].CurrentInstance.ID: This contains the Instance ID of the current instance.

Plugins[i].CurrentInstance.Name: This contains the name of the current instance (or empty
string).

 

4.3 NRBasic Plugin

Slider Thumb Component

Makes a Button behave as a numerical selection slider control. To create a slider, first create
a Frame containing a single Button. The Frame defines the limit of movement of the slider
Button. If the Frame is taller than it is wide, a vertical slider is created, else a horizontal
slider. Then specify Slider Thumb Component in the Component setting of the Button (
Position/Advanced tab of the Properties dialog).

VAR: The name of the NR Variable that will be bound to the slider. The slider will set the value
of the Variable to an integer between MIN and MAX.

STARTVALUE: The value that will be given the Variable initially and hence the initial position of
the slider Button within the Frame.

MIN: The minimum value that will be assigned to the Variable when the slider Button is moved
to the top or the left of the Frame.

MAX: The maximum value that will be assigned to the Variable when the slider Button is
moved to the bottom or the right of the frame.

Send on release only: The variable is only updated when the thumb button is released.
Normally the variable is updated continuously as the button is slid.

THROTTLE: Number of milliseconds to wait between each variable update.

Image Progress Bar Component

The Button behaves as a visual progress indicator. The foreground color or image slides over
the background color in proportion to the control Variable.
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DIRECTION: Direction the progress indicator moves (Up, Right, Down or Left).

VAR: The NR Variable that controls the progress indicator.

MIN: Value of the Variable that corresponds to minimum indicator position.

MAX: Value of the Variable that corresponds to maximum indicator position.

Text Edit Box Component

The Button acts as a text entry box.

VARNAME: The NR Variable that holds the text to be edited.

ActiveX Component

(Advanced) The Button shows an ActiveX Component such a Microsoft Word on its surface.

GUID: The GUID of the ActiveX or COM object. Select one of the components listed or select
"other" and paste the GUID string into the Compiled Action String box.

TIP: The Flash Player ActiveX component is offered as a choice here, but normally it will be
easier to use the FlashPlayer Plugin.

Actions

Call ActiveX Method: (Advanced) Executes a specified method on a specified ActiveX
component.

Execute command from shell: Runs a specified command line as if it was typed in the Start
Menu Run box. Can be used to start other applications on the computer or to run batch files.

Exit NetRemote: Closes down the NetRemote client.

Get text from text edit box into variable: Deprecated.

Execute lua code (OnDown) / (OnRelease): Compiles and executes the specified text as a Lua
chunk. Use the appropriate Action to run the code either when the Button is pressed (in
normal sequence within the Action List) or delay it to execute when the Button is released.

Lua Event: Either specify the name of an existing Lua function, or enter an anonymous
function body. In either case, the function should take two parameters. The first is an
element object corresponding to the button that was pressed. The second is a number.
When the button is pressed, the function is called with value 0. If the button is held down,
the function is called at the repeat rate with the value incrementing. When the button is
released, it is called a final time with the value -1.

function (ele, ctr)

    if (ele:GetState() == 1) then return end

    if (ctr == 0) or (ctr > 5) then

        -- Some action on first press and then repeat after a gap

    elseif (ctr < 0 then

        -- Some action when the button is released

    end

end

Make HTTP request: Sends a specified internet HTTP request. The response is ignored, so this
is only really useful for sending Post responses.
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Minimize Application: Minimizes the NetRemote Client window.

Show About: Displays the NetRemote About dialog.

Show Config: Displays the NetRemote Configuration dialog.

Hide SIP / Show SIP / Toggle SIP: (PPC Only) Determines the visibility of the PPC Software
Input Method on-screen keyboard or text entry system.

Skip the next action if the specified variable does not equal the value: Executes the next
Action in the Action List only if the specified Variable has the given value.

Special Jump: Goes to the last active Page in one of the standard Pronto Page Groups.

Stop all actions if the specified variable does not equal the value: Skips over any remaining
Actions in the Action List if the Variable does not equal the value.

Toggle device list: Shows or hides a pick-list of available Page Groups.

Toggle fullscreen: Toggles the NetRemote Client between full-screen and windowed modes.

Toggle window frame: Toggles the frame of the NetRemote Client window on or off.

Turn screen off: Turns the computer monitor or screen off (power save mode).

Add value to variable: Adds or subtracts a specified number from a NetRemote Variable (add
a negative number to subtract). Maximum and minimum limits are specified and the Variable
will be limited to this range (saturation).

Clear image variable: Removes any image from a NetRemote Image Variable.

Set variable to value: Sets a NetRemote Variable to a specified value.

Toggle value of variable: If the value of the NetRemote Variable is "0" it becomes "1". If it is
any other value, it becomes "0".

Wait for variable to equal a value: Delays the execution of further Actions in the Action List
until either the value of a Variable is a specified value or a specified time has elapsed.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_nrbasic.dll

 

4.4 Advanced Controls Plugin

Text String Component

A flexible component which can display and optionally edit long text strings stored in NR
Variables. The text can be single-line with horizontal scrolling or multi-line with word wrapping
and vertical scrolling. A built-in scrollbar can be specified or the control can be linked to a
NetRemote Slider Thumb Component. In addition to the slider Variable, a flag Variable can
be specified to indicate if scrolling is necessary (if there is more text than can be displayed in
the box). Automatic (animated) scrolling is also available.
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Multi-line: Tick to make a word-wrapped control with vertical scrolling. Otherwise the control
will display a single line with horizontal scrolling.

Read-only: If this is ticked, the user will not be able to change the text.

No border: Tick to suppress the border round the control.

Scroll bar: Tick to show a windows-type scroll bar within the control.

Centered: Tick to show the text center, rather than left aligned.

Use system font: Tick to use the windows system font rather than the one specified for the
button.

Auto-scroll(slow,fast): Tick to scroll automatically at slow speed (animated).

Auto-scroll(medium,fast): Tick to scroll automatically at medium speed (animated).

Auto-scroll if necessary: Tick to scroll automatically only if the text exceeds the available width
or height.

Display PPC SIP: Tick to show the on-screen keyboard for text entry on a PPC.

Continue scrolling on change: Tick to scroll even if this control is not being used.

Variable: The NR Variable containing the text to be displayed and/or edited.

SliderVar: The NR Variable that will be used to connect this control to a Slider Thumb
Component for scrolling.

SliderStateVar: The NR Variable to be set to indicate whether scrolling is needed ("1" if
scrolling is needed, else "0"). This can be used to enable or disable the Slider Thumb.

MenuLua: The Lua table variable used to specify the contents of the (optional) context menu
(see below).

The component can have a context menu (accessed by right-click on Windows and by tap-
and-hold on PPC) specified in Lua. Create a Lua table with a nested table for each menu item.
The nested table should have an item keyed label containing the menu text string and one
keyed func for the function to be called when the menu item is selected. This function is
passed a reference to the inner table, so additional fields can be specified to store other
information. Specify the name of the table in the MenuLUA parameter of the component
properties.

TextMenu = {{label="One", func=MenuFunc}; {label="Two", func=MenuFunc}};

function MenuFunc(sel) end;

The Actions prefixed "Display text" act on this component.

Scrolling Text Component

This components shows the string entered as the Button name with automatic scrolling if the
text is longer than the width of the Button.

Centered: Tick to display the text centered in the control (if it is less wide than the control).

Auto-scroll(slow,fast): Tick to scroll automatically at slow speed (animated).

Auto-scroll(medium,fast): Tick to scroll automatically at medium speed (animated).
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Auto-scroll if necessary: Tick to scroll automatically only if the text exceeds the available width
or height.

Continue scrolling on change: Tick to scroll even if this control is not being used.

Dropdown Components

A set of similar components which show a text value bound to a NR Variable with a drop-
down pick list of alternate values. There are six variants depending on the source of the pick
list and whether to use the system font or the font specified for the button. The source of the
pick list depends on the component variant as follows.

List in Lua table: A Lua table variable is specified and this contains a number-keyed list of the
text values.

List variable: A ListVar is specified which must be a NR Variable containing the list as a string
using slashes to separate the items.

Numbered list variables: A ListStem is specified which is a string. This must be the prefix of a
set of NR Variables each containing one of the items, the names are formed from a given
stem followed by an underscore and then a number from 0 up.

All the variants have the following properties.

Variable: The NR variable which receives the user's choice of item and which controls which
item is initially selected.

GrowSize: The additional size (in pixels) of the drop-down list when it is opened.

Actions

Display text jump down / up: Jump scrolls the Text String Component. The Component must
be linked to a scroll Variable which is specified in this Action.

Display text scroll down / up: Smooth scrolls the Text String Component. The Component
must be linked to a scroll Variable which is specified in this Action.

Keep awake: Prevents the PPC switching off or the PC activating its screen saver as long as
the Action is connected to a Button showing on the screen and the specified Variable is
changing. Specify Avid.FlashState for indefinite suppression or a media player progress
Variable for example.

Play a sound / Play a sound (expanding): Plays a specified WAV audio file. The file path can
optionally contain NR Variables in curly braces.

Set a variable after a delay: Sets a NR Variable to a specified value after a set initial delay.
The process can be set to repeat after an interval for a specified number of repetitions or
indefinitely (repetitions set to 0).

Cancel a scheduled set of a variable after a delay: Cancels any future operations due to the
above action.

Toggle the PPC's SIP: (PPC Only) Toggles the Software Input Panel (on-screen keyboard or
gesture area) on or off. (See also NRBasic Plugin.)
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Variables

Avid.FlashStateVariable: At startup, this has the value "Avid.FlashState", giving the behavior
of the next variable. If this is set to empty string, the overhead of flashing this variable is
avoided, or it can be set to a different name to change the flashing variable.

Avid.FlashState: This variable changes value between "0" and "1" every second. It is useful
for making a button flash.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_avidutils.dll

 

4.5 FlashPlayer Plugin

This Plugin interfaces with the Macromedia Flash ActiveX control which must be installed on
the client computer. This is a very common component which will often be present as a web
browser extension. Failing that, it can be downloaded free from http://www.adobe.com/ for
Windows or PPC. Information on authoring Flash can be obtained from the same site.

Only one instance of the Plugin is used and it can support multiple simultaneous playback
windows. Each time a component button is created, this creates a new window which is
specified using the Button Name.

Embedded Macromedia Flash player component

This button component provides the surface on which the Flash player displays.

Movie URL: The URL of the Flash file which will have the extension .swf. For files on the local
computer use the form file:///C:/webfiles/file.swf. An internet URL http://Promixis.com/
file.swf can also be used.

Quality Mode: Select the quality mode that gives the best result. Low; High; AutoLow;
AutoHigh.

Playback State: Start paused or playing.

Looping Mode: Play through once or loop continuously.

Scaling Mode: Specify how the animation is fitted to the available screen area. ShowAll -
Scales maintaining aspect ratio to display the entire image; NoBorder - Scales maintaining
aspect ratio to fill the button area clipping one dimension if necessary; ExactFit - Scales both
dimensions to fit button distorting aspect ratio if necessary; NoScale - Shows at full scale
clipping both dimensions as necessary to fit button.

Font Mode: Specify use of fonts embedded in the flash file or substitute with device font.

Actions

TIP: All the Actions require a Player Name. This is the Button Name of the player button
component. This allows the use of multiple players in the same CCF.

Execute Frame Action: Executes an ActionScript attached to a specified frame on a timeline.
Timeline can be "/" for the primary timeline or a relative path. Frame can be a frame number
or a text label.
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Set Variable: Gives a specified ActionScript variable a new value.

Set Variables: Gives multiple ActionScript variables new values using an initializer string. The
syntax is of the form name1=value1&name2=value2 (= associates a name with a value, &is
the list separator).

Load Movie at URL: Changes the file. Specify the new file URL as Movie URL above. Play will
be paused after this action.

Play Movie at URL: As Load Movie at URL, except that play begins immediately.

Set Base URL: If changing files frequently, use this action to set the base URL of the files and
then specify relative URLs (perhaps just the filename) when changing file. This way, the files
can be moved without having to change all the URLs.

Set Movie Property: Set the position, scale, alpha value, visibility, rotation or name
property of a timeline within the movie file.

Playback Control: This set of actions provides the normal timeline controls for a player. Play,
Stop and Goto can target a specified timeline or the current timeline and Goto specifies either
a frame number or a text label within the specified timeline.

Pan: Moves the window of a cropped playback horizontally and/or vertically in pixel or
percentage units.

Set Background Color: Set the color for missing or transparent portions of the animation.

Set Device Font Mode: Change between using embedded fonts from the file and using device
fonts.

Set Loop Mode: Change between single play and continuous (looped) play.

Set Rendering Quality Mode: Change the Quality Mode initially specified for the player.

Set Scaling Mode: Change the Scaling Mode initially specified for the player.

Zoom: Zoom in or out by a specified factor.

Zoom Rectangle: Specifies a rectangular portion of the playback window that will be zoomed.

Lua Scripting

The Flash Player plugin also provides a comprehensive Lua interface which is documented in
the FlashPlayer Library section of the Lua Library Reference.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_flash.dll

 

4.6 Generic Plugin

Introduction

The Generic Plugin allows construction of NetRemote interfaces for devices which use ASCII
based protocols over TCP. The device must use variable length command and response
sentences with each line terminated using ASCII CR. For example, it is suited to working with
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devices connected to the serial port on a GlobalCache unit.

More general TCP server and client applications can be written using the Lua gip Library
which is also provided by this plugin.

Lua Scripting

The Plugin calls three Lua function stubs at various points during the connection lifecycle.
These may be replaced to provide functionality.

Generic.Connected(instance): When an instance of the Plugin establishes a connection to the
device. The parameter is the Plugin Instance number. This function can be replaced to send
initialization messages.

Generic.Receive(instance, message): When an instance of the Plugin receives a message
from the connected device. The message string (without the terminating CR) is in the second
parameter.

Generic.Disconnecting(instance): When an instance of the Plugin is about to disconnect from
the device.

To send data, use the NetRemote.ExecuteAction function.

function Generic.Send(instance, message)

    NetRemote.ExecuteAction(instance, 0, 0, message .. '\r', 0)

end

Note that the send Action does require the message to be explicitly terminated.

GenericPlugin.lua

The standard distribution installs a file {NR.Ins tallDir} \luas cript\GenericPlugin .lua with stub
implementations of the three callback functions and a Generic.Send implementation. It is
recommended that this file be edited to implement specific device interfaces as required. It
can then be loaded using require("GenericPlugin") in the Lua file attached to the CCF.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_generic.dll

 

4.7 Girder Plugin

Mouse mode component

Makes the button act as a virtual touch-pad that works in conjunction with Girder to control
the mouse pointer on the Girder PC.

Draw Underlying Elements: Tick to make background transparent.

Actions

Force reconnect to Girder: Closes any existing connection to Girder and opens a new one.

Register variable for feedback: After this action has been executed, Girder Events will be
generated every time the named NetRemote Variable changes in value. The Girder event
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string will be the name of the variable and P3 of the Event will be the new value.

Send event to Girder: Generates a Girder Event in the target Girder with a specified event
string.

Variables

Girder.LinkActive: "1" if the default instance link to Girder is active, else "0".

Girder.n.LinkActive: As above, but for a non-default Plugin instance.

Girder.n.FeedbackLinkActive: "1" if the feedback link from Girder is active, else "0".

Girder.n.GUID: A string uniquely identifying the runtime instance of Girder. If Girder is stopped
and restarted, this string will change.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_girder.dll

 

4.8 Infrared Plugin

Actions

Set GlobalCache IR Port Number: Selects the IR port (connector) number to use if the IR
Plugin is set to Global Cache type (note that this selects the IR output on the Global Cache
unit, not the TCP port of the unit, which is fixed at 4998).

Start learning mode: Initiates IR learning mode on the client if supported by the current
Plugin instance (this can be used to provide a custom UI for learning IR codes in the CCF).

Infrared: Transmits a Consumer Infrared (CIR) control signal. For CCF compatibility, this is a
built-in Action rather than being supplied by the Plugin, however the im plem entation is
provided by the Plugin. IR codes in the RC5, RC5x, RC6 and RC6x standards can be entered
directly (these codes are sometimes specified in manufacturer's manuals or can be obtained
from web sites). Alternately, the code can be set to "learned" and subsequently trained from
an existing remote.

Learning IR Codes

On the Infrared Action properties editor, learning is available if a USB-UIRT is present. First
press the "Learn" button. The Infrared Learning pane appears as below.
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Hold the remote about 6cm from the front of the USB-UIRT device and press and hold the
desired button until the progress bar indicates completion. The learned IR code looks like this.

Press the OK button to store the code in the CCF file. Codes learned in this way can be
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played back either through the PC client on a USB-UIRT equipped PC.

Variables

IR.HostName: Identifies the hostname of the currently selected Plugin instance if there are
multiple instances.

IR.Macro: "1" if the current Action is part of a Macro, "0" if the current Action is on a Button.
(For internal use.)

IR.PortNumber: The current GlobalCache IR Port (connector) Number.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_ir.dll

 

4.9 MediaBridge Plugin

The Mediabridge Plugin works (possibly over a network) with the Mediabridge Server
application which in turn controls a software media player (iTunes, J. River Media Center,
WinAmp, Windows Media Player or Windows Media Centre Edition). There is a one-to-one-to-
one correspondence between Plugin Instance, Mediabridge Server and media player.
However there can be multiple instances of the Plugin so several different players, possibly
on different computers, can be controlled simultaneously. Furthermore, some players support
the concept of playback zones enabling more than one media file to be played at a time.
Mediabridge Preferences, Zone Names tab allows zones to be named, even if the current
player only allows one zone. If working with multiple Mediabridge Servers it is a good idea to
ensure that the Zone Names are different across all the Mediabridge Servers.

The Button Components all display information for the current plugin instance and the
selected zone within that instance. The standard Plugin instance control actions are
available to select the instance and then there is a similar set of Zone Selection actions to
select the zone within each instance. The Zone Selection controls for the current instance
work on the superset of all zones available on all instances (and will therefore change the
current instance as well as the zone if necessary).

Media Library Tree Component

The Button becomes a tree display of the media library and saved playlists. Right-click on an
item in the tree for play options. Actions Add / Insert / Play selected media library node act
on the nodes selected in this component.

Single Expand: Tick to make the tree expand to show to show only one additional level each
click.

Disable the plus/minus buttons: Tick to remove the expansion indicators.

Enable full row select: Tick to increase the size of the selection indicator.

Playing Now List Component

The Button becomes a list display of the current playlist. It shows Track, Duration, Artist and
Album of the tracks queued for play.
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Search Result List Component

The Button becomes a list display of the results of the current search. It shows Track, Artist,
Album and Duration. Right-click on an item in the tree for play options. Actions Add /
Insert / Play selected media library node act on the nodes selected in this component.

Actions

Add selected media library node: Adds the currently selected item from the Media Library
Tree or Search Result List to the end of the currently selected playlist.

Execute a GAC request: Deprecated. For GAC operations, use Execute Lua code actions from
the NRBasic Plugin to run methods against a GAC Object.

Generic Mediabridge Command: (Advanced) sends commands directly to the Mediabridge
Server. These commands are not documented at present, but from time to time they are
mentioned in the Promixis forums as solutions for specific problems..

Insert selected media library node: Inserts the currently selected item from the Media
Library Tree or Search Result List at the beginning of the current playlist.

Play selected media library node: Replaces the current playlist with one containing only the
selected item from the Media Library Tree or Search Result List.

Play selected media library node next: Inserts the selected item from the Media Library Tree
or Search Result List immediately after the item that is playing currently.

Set media library root: Sets the root location of the media library accessed by the player.

Toggle Mute: Mutes or un-mutes the audio from the player.

Transport Controls: Action Button links. Play; Stop; Pause; Next Track; Previous Track;
Toggle Continuous; Toggle Play/Pause and Toggle Shuffle.

Resend State Information: Force the Mediabridge server to update the NR Variables relating
to the current play state. This is normally automatic.

Go to page (MCE): Selects a page on the Windows MCE interface (if in use). The page can be
Home, My Music, My Photos or My Movies.

Send an MCE Key: Emulates one of the Windows MCE remote keys.

Next / Previous / Set Zone: These actions change the current zone. The instance-specific
versions work with the zones in that instance. The type-specific versions work with a
superset of all the zones on all the instances and will change the current instance as well as
the zone if necessary.

Variables

Mediabridge.CurrentZone: The name of the currently selected zone in the current instance.

Zone.Current: The ordinal number of the currently selected zone.

Zones.Count: The total number of zones available across all instances.

Zones[n].Enabled: 1 if a particular zone is available, else 0 or empty.

Zones[n].Name: The name of the particular zone.
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There is a complete set of variables prefixed MP. for the current zone in the current instance
and another complete set prefixed MP["name"]. for each enabled zone. For example if there
are two zones named "zone one" and "zone two" and the latter is the current zone, then
there will be variables MP.Album, MP["zone one"].Album and MP["zone two"].Album and
the first and last of these will have the same value. The variables are shown just once below,
with the MP. prefix.

MP.Album: Name of album for currently playing track.

MP.AlbumsRoot: For use in GAC queries this is the query string which will return the list of
available albums in the Media Library of the current player.

MP.Album Artist (auto): Name of the artist for current album.

MP.Artist: Name of the artist for the current track.

MP.ArtistsRoot: For use in GAC queries this is the query string which will return the list of
available artists in the Media Library of the current player.

MP.Balance: Stereo balance of Audio, -100..0..100.

MP.Bitrate: Number of bits per second of the playing media.

MP.BPM: Number of bits per minute of the playing media.

MP.BridgeName: Name of media player (same as MP.MediabridgeName).

MP.Comment: Comments about the track.

MP.Complete Album: Full album name.

MP.Composer: Name of composer of the current track.

MP.ContinuousState: "1" = Continuous (loop) play mode; "0" = Single play mode.

MP.Date: Day of month track added.

MP.Day: Day track added.

MP.EQOnState: "0" = Equalizer off; "1" = Equalizer on.

MP.EQBand0..10: Equalizer level for each of 10 bands.

MP.File Size: Size of track file in bytes.

MP.File Type: File type (for example, "wma").

MP.Filename: Path and Filename of media file (if playing a file).

MP.Genre: Name of the musical genre of the current track (for example, "Classical").

MP.GenresRoot: For use in GAC queries this is the query string which will return the list of
available Genres in the Media Library of the current player.

MP.HostName: Host name of computer running Media Bridge server.

MP.LastPlayed: Date file or track was last played.

MP.LinkActive: "1" = Connected to Media Bridge; "0" = Not Connected.

MP.Lyrics: Lyrics of current song.
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MP.Media Type: "audio" or "video"

MP.MediabridgeBuild: Build Number of Media Bridge Server.

MP.MediabridgeName: Name of media player (for example, "Windows Media Player").

MP.Month: Month track added to collection.

MP.MuteState: "0" = Not Muted; "1" = Muted.

MP.Notes: Notes about the track.

MP.NumberPlays: Number of times the track has been played.

MP.People: People associated with the track.

MP.Places: Places associated with the track.

MP.PlayingNowCover: Image variable containing the album cover art of the current album.

MP.PlaylistLength: Number of tracks in current playlist.

MP.PlaylistPosition: Number of track in current playlist (same as MP.Track#).

MP.PlayState: "0" = Not Playing; "1" = Playing.

MP.Rating: Quality rating 0..5.

MP.SearchResultCount: Number of matches found by last use of the Search action.

MP.ShuffleState: "0" = Shuffle Off; "1" = Shuffle On.

MP.TotalDuration: Total duration of current playlist in hours, minutes and seconds.

MP.Track: Name of current track.

MP.Track #: Number of track in current playlist.

MP.TrackLength: Total length of track in minutes and seconds (for example, "06:21").

MP.TrackPosition: Elapsed time from start of current track in minutes and seconds (for
example, "04:31").

MP.TrackPositionPercentage: Relative position in track as a number 0..999.

MP.Volume: Audio volume as a percentage (number only).

MP.Year: Year of currently playing track.

MP.Zone: Name of the current player zone (e.g. "Main Zone").

MP.ZoneCount: Number of available player zones.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_Mediabridge.dll
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4.10 Wake On Lan Plugin

Action

Send Wake On Lan: Sends a command out on the LAN to switch on a computer containing the
LAN adapter with the specified MAC address. On a PC this can be obtained from Network
Connections / Status / Support / Details / Physical Address.

Note: Not all computers support this feature and BIOS configuration may be necessary to
enable it on those that do.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_wol.dll

 

4.11 WebBrowser Plugin

Embedded web browser component

The Button shows a web browser. Multiple web browser Buttons can be used and the name
of the Button is used to refer to a specific browser. There are four ways of setting the content
of the web browser.

1.Specify a normal internet URL of the form "http://www.promixis.com/file.htm" in the
InitialURL property or later using the "Go to URL" action.

2.Supply a string containing HTML code using the "Set browser content" action.
3.Specify a URL for the internal web server in the form "http://localhost:15000/file.

html" in the InitialURL property or later using the "Go to URL" action. This requires
the "Run Server" option to be checked in the Web Browser Plugin settings and
assumes the Port is left at the default value of 15000. The files should be located in
or below the "\httpd\" subdirectory of the directory containing the client executable.
The files can contain embedded lua scripting and other special features described
below.

4.Specify a file URL for any HTML file in the local file system in the form "file://C:
\docs\file.html" in the InitialURL property or later using the "Go to URL" action.

Properties

InitialURL: The URL that the web browser will show initially.

Actions

Go history back / forward: Navigates a specified web browser using its history list.

Go home: Navigates a specified web browser to its home page.

Go to URL: Navigates a web browser to a specified URL. See InitialURL above.

Refresh: Reloads the page showing in a specified web browser.

Set browser content: Loads specified HTML formatted text directly into a web browser. The
HTML can also include NR Variables enclosed in curly braces.

Variables

{button name}.URL: Contains the URL currently displayed in the web browser.
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Web Server Features

In addition to serving HTML files (and image and other support files) the built-in web server
can process files with the extension ".lhtml" to produce HTML files on the fly. The files consist
of HTML with embedded Lua scripts. When serving the file, the server runs the scripts which
may inject HTML code into the file which is seen by the browser. These scripts have access to
the full set of NetRemote variables, objects and methods allowing sophisticated interactive
applications to be built within the browser.

Lua code in the lhtml file is prefixed "<%" and suffixed "%>". This code is compiled and
executed as a "chunk". If the chunk returns a string, that string is assumed to be an HTML
fragment which is injected into the HTML. The Lua code may also use the special Lua method
"webserver:print('html')" to inject a string. This second form allows HTML code to be injected
repeatedly within a loop. When the web browser sees the HTML, the entire script chunk
including its prefix and suffix markers will have been removed and replaced by the injected
code, from the print methods in order of execution and finally from the return statement.

The following simple lhtml file shows the client platform on which NetRemote is running.

<html>

<body>

Running on: <% return NetRemote.GetVariable('NRCFG.Platform') %>

</body>

</html>

The next example displays a list of the plugins in NetRemote.

<html>

<body>

<%

    local plugins = NetRemote.GetPlugins()

    table.foreach(plugins,

        function(id, plugin)

            webserver:print(plugin:GetName()..' ('..id..')<br>')

        end

    )

%>

</body>

</html>

NetRemote image variables can be obtained from the server as JPEGs using a special URL
form.

<img src="nrimgvar.jpg?varname=MP.GACL.Items[1].Image">

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_webbrowser.dll

 

4.12 Zoom Plugin

Enables NetRemote to control the Zoom Player application over TCP, so it may be running on
a different computer. Zoom Player can be downloaded from http://www.inmatrix.com/files/
zoomplayer_download.shtml.

Actions
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Basic ZP action: Executes one of the Zoom Player actions from the following list.

fnCode Scope Description

fnPlay All Starts playback and toggles
between Play & Pause states.

fnPause All Pauses video and frame
advances when already
paused.

fnStop Media Stops playback and goes to
the beginning of the video.

DVD Stops playback and closes
DVD.

fnStopToFirst Media Stop to First Item in a Play
List.

fnNextChapter Media Go to Next Chapter (Internal
or OGM), if no chapters are
specified, advance to the next
item in the Play List.

DVD Open the Next Bookmark.

fnPrevChapter Media Go to Previous Chapter
(Internal or OGM), if no
chapters are specified, go
back to the previous item in
the Play List.

DVD Open the Previous Bookmark.

fnNextTrack Media Go to the Next item on the
Play List

DVD Go to the Next Chapter.

fnPrevTrack Media Go to the Previous item on
the Play List.

DVD Go to the Next Chapter.

fnNextFrame All Frame Step Forward.

fnPrevFrame All Frame Step Backward.

fnNextVid Media Play the Next Video in the
current directory.

fnPrevVid Media Play the Previous Video in the
current directory.

fnSkipForward All Skip forward a specified
number of seconds.

fnSkipBackward All Skip backward a specified
number of seconds.

fnJumpForward All Jump forward a specified
number of seconds.

fnJumpBackward All Jump backward a specified
number of seconds.

fnSeekForward All Seek forward a specified
number of seconds.

fnSeekBackward All Seek backward a specified
number of seconds.

fnFastForward All Play in Fast Forward.

fnRewind All Rewind Playback.

fnSlowMotion All Play in Slow Motion.

fnHalfFF All Half Fast forward speed.

fnHalfSM All Half Slow Motion speed.

fnVolUp All Increase Volume.

fnVolDown All Decrease Volume.
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fnMute All Mute Volume (ON/OFF).

fnABRepeat All Start, Stop and Cancel AB-
Repeat.

fnPlayEndCycle All Cycle through the "On Play
Complete" values.

fnZoomAxis All Toggles the Zoom Axis (used
with Zoom-In / Zoom-Out).

fnZoomIn All Zoom into video (enlarge
video area).

fnZoomOut All Zoom out of video (shrink
video area).

fnZoomInWidth All Stretch the video width.

fnZoomOutWidth All Shrink the video width.

fnZoomInHeight All Stretch the video height.

fnZoomOutHeight All Shrink the video height.

fnZoom All Go into Zoom Mode.

fnFullScreen All Go Into Fullscreen Mode.

fnFitSource All Resize video area to the
original video source size..

fnMax All Maximize user interface to
cover work area or if in
fullscreen maximize video
area to cover screen.

fnMinimize All Minimize the user interface.

fnARCycle All Cycle through Aspect Ratio
modes.

fnRevARCycle All Reverse Cycle through Aspect
Ratio modes.

fnBar All Show / Hide the Control Bar.

fnOSD All Turn the On Screen Display
ON / OFF.

fnOpen All Open File(s) for playback.

fnOpenDir All Open a Directory for playback.

fnInfo All Playback Information Dialog
(some information on the
playing media).

fnOptions All Open the Options Dialog.

fnPresets All Open the Video Position
Preset Dialog.

fnPlayList All Show / Hide the Play List
Editor.

fnChapter Media Show / Hide the Chapter
Editor.

DVD Show / Hide the Bookmark
Editor.

fnSkin All Show / Hide the Skin
Selection dialog.

fnKeyHelp All Opens the Keyboard Hotkey
Dialog (key list).

fnExit All Exit application.

fnAddChapter Media Add Current Position to the
Chapter Editor.

DVD Save Current Position as a
Bookmark.

fnSaveChapter Media Save Chapter List.
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fnDVDMode All Switch between the Media
and DVD Modes.

fnDVDRootMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Root Menu.

fnDVDTitleMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Title Menu.

fnDVDSubMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Subtitle
Menu.

fnDVDAudioMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Audio Menu.

fnDVDAngleMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Angle Menu.

fnDVDChapterMenu DVD Go to the DVD's Chapter
Menu.

fnDVDMenuLeft DVD Move left on a DVD Menu.

fnDVDMenuRight DVD Move right on a DVD Menu.

fnDVDMenuUp DVD Move up on a DVD Menu.

fnDVDMenuDown DVD Move down on a DVD Menu.

fnDVDMenuSelect DVD Activate selected Menu item.

fnDVDCC DVD Closed Captions ON / OFF.

fnDVDAngle Media Cycle through OGM Video
Tracks.

DVD Cycle through DVD Angles.

fnDVDSub Media Cycle through VobSub/OGM
Subtitle Tracks.

DVD Cycle through DVD Subtitle
Tracks.

fnAudioTrack Media Cycle through Media Audio
Tracks.

DVD Cycle through DVD Audio
Tracks.

fnStayOnTop All Stay On Top ON / OFF.

fnMPEG4 All MPEG4/DivX/Video Decoder
Dialog (if filter is in use).

fnSub All Opens the VobSub dialog (if
filter is in use).

fnAudioFilter All TFM/DeDynamic Audio Filter
Dialog (if filter is in use).

fnIncRate All Increase Play rate.

fnDecRate All Decrease Play rate.

fnPrevFilterFile None Previous Manual Filter File **
disabled **

fnNextFilterFile None Next Manual Filter File **
disabled **

fnSaveDF All Save Definition File for the
currently open media.

fnFrameCapture All Screenshot / Frame Capture.

fnPattern All Cycle Pattern Modes.

fnEject All Eject the specified CD drive.

fnOverlayControl All Show / Hide the Overlay Color
Control Interface.

fnOverlayApply All Apply the Overlay Color
Controls (same as button in
options).

fnOverlayReset All Reset the Overlay Color
Controls back to their default
settings.

fnIncBrightness All Increase Overlay Brightness.

fnDecBrightness All Decrease Overlay Brightness.
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fnIncContrast All Increase Overlay Contrast.

fnDecContrast All Decrease Overlay Contrast.

fnIncGamma All Increase Overlay Gamma.

fnDecGamma All Decrease Overlay Gamma.

fnIncHue All Increase Overlay Hue.

fnDecHue All Decrease Overlay Hue.

fnIncSaturation All Increase Overlay Saturation.

fnDecSaturation All Decrease Overlay Saturation.

fnUnpause All Unpause the video (Discrete
Play).

fnAddALBookmark DVD Add DVD Auto-Load
Bookmark.

fnSeekToStart All Seek to start of Video.

fnAudioDecoder All Pop the property dialog of
filters with "Audio Decoder" in
their titles.

fnDVDMenuPrev DVD Return from DVD Sub-Menu. If
on Top Menu then Resume
playback.

fnChapterNav Media Show / Hide the Chapter
Navigator dialog.

DVD Show / Hide the Bookmark
Navigator dialog.

fnPlayListNav All Show / Hide the Play List
Navigator dialog.

fnFileNav All Show / Hide the File Navigator
dialog.

fnBlankingNav All Show / Hide the Blanking
Navigator dialog.

fnBlankingPreset All Show / Hide the Blanking
Presets dialog.

fnBlanking All Show / Hide Video Blanking.

fnRandomPlay Media Turns Random (shuffle) Play
ON / OFF.

fnResizeNav All Show / Hide the Resize
Navigator dialog.

fnDisableDVDSub Media Disable VobSub / OGG
Subtitles.

DVD Disable DVD Subtitle.

fnPresetCycle All Cycle through Video Position
Presets.

fnRevPresetCycle All Reverse Cycle through Video
Position Presets.

fnBlankCycle All Cycle through Blanking
Position Presets.

fnRevBlankCycle All Reverse Cycle through
Blanking Position Presets.

fnDVDPlayStart DVD Play DVD bypassing Auto-
Bookmark loading features.

fnNextArrowFunc All Next Active Arrow Control
function.

fnPrevArrowFunc All Previous Active Arrow Control
function.

fnAutoARToggle DVD Enable / Disable Automatic
DVD Aspect Ratio.

fnFrameZeroALBM DVD Attempt setting a DVD Auto-
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Load bookmark at frame zero.

fnPauseAtEOF Media Pause Playback at end of
currently playing file.

fnSceneCut All Show / Hide the Scene Cut
Editor.

fnGoTo All Show / Hide the GoTo
Timeline dialog.

fnGoToNav All Show / Hide the GoTo
Timeline Navigator interface.

fnMWFuncNav All Show / Hide the Mouse Wheel
Function Navigator interface.

fnLoop Media Switch between Do Nothing
and Auto Reply on Play
Complete.

fnBalanceLeft All Move Audio Balance to the
Left.

fnBalanceRight All Move Audio Balance to the
Right.

fnOpenDrive All Open an entire drive.

fnMediaNav All Show / Hide the Media Library
Navigator.

fnMediaPathEdit All Show / Hide the Media Library
Path and Category Editor.

fnSrcRelStretch All Enable / Disable Source
Relative User Interface
Stretch.

fnZoom50 All Set video to default to 50%.

fnZoom100 All Set video to default to 100%.

fnZoom200 All Set video to default to 200%.

fnZoom400 All Set video to default to 400%.

fnZoom800 All Set video to default to 800%.

fnWebNav All Show / Hide the Web URL
Navigator.

fnBringToFront All Bring Player Window to Front.

fnLoopPlay Media Enable / Disable looping of
currently playing track.

fnPLAddFiles All Add Files to Play List.

fnPLAddDir All Add Directory to Play List.

fnPLRemove All Remove Selected Items from
Play List.

fnPLClear All Clear the entire Play List.

fnPLLoadList All Load a Play List.

fnPLSaveList All Save the Play List.

fnPLSort All Sort the Play List Items.

fnPLItemUp All Move Selected Play List Items
Up.

fnPLItemDown All Move Selected Play List Items
Down.

fnPLMax All Maximize the Play List
Window.

fnLoadDF All Load Definition File for the
currently open media.

fnRadioManager Media Show/Hide the Radio Station
Manager Dialog.

fnContextNav All Show/Hide the Context
Navigator.
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fnPlayHistory Media Show/Hide the Play History
Interface.

fnPLGetDuration Media Get Duration of Media Files in
the current Play list

fnEqualizer All Show/Hide the Internal
Equalizer Window

fnEQEditor All Show/Hide the Equalizer
Profile Selector/Editor

fnEQReset All Reset the current Equalizer
Values

fnEQToggle All Enable/Disable the Equalizer

fnResyncAhead All Resynchronize Audio Ahead

fnResyncBack All Resynchronize Audio Back

fnFastPlay Media Fast Playback with Audio

fnVobSubSelect All DirectVobSub Subtitle File
Selection

fnOpenURL All Open URL

fnAudioMode Media Switch to Audio only mode (no
video area) skin

fnSSaverToggle All Internal Screen Saver Toggle

Extended ZP action: Executes one of the Zoom Player actions from the following list.

exCode Description Parameters

exSetAR Set Aspect Ratio Value = 0-6

exApplyPR Apply Zoom Preset Value = 0-9

exSavePR Save Zoom Preset Value = 0-9

exChapterTrack Chapter/Track Selector Value = 0-9 (Opens chapter/
track dialog with 5 seconds
timeout for a second key)

exBlanking Set Blanking Preset Value = 0-9 (Automatically
enables blanking)

exSetMode Set Playback Mode Value = 0-Media Mode, 1-DVD
Mode

exInterface Toggle Interfaces Value = 00-Turn ON Control
Bar

Value = 01-Turn OFF Control
Bar

Value = 02-Turn ON Play List
Editor

Value = 03-Turn OFF Play List
Editor

Value = 04-Turn ON Chapter/
Bookmark Editor

Value = 05-Turn OFF Chapter/
Bookmark Editor

Value = 06-Set Windowed
Mode

Value = 07-Set Zoom Mode

Value = 08-Set Fullscreen
Mode

exSetPlayRate Set Media Play Rate Value = 1-22670 (where
10000 = Standard Play)

exSetCustomAR Set Custom Aspect Ratio Value = 0-9 (Automatically
switches AR to Custom mode)
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exOverlayColor Set Color Control Preset Value = 0-9

exPlayComplete Set Play Complete Mode Value = 0-6 (may expand in a
future version)

exDVDNumPad Select DVD Number Pad Value = 0-9

exOpenDrive Open an entire drive Value = 0-25 (0 = A:, 2 = C: ...
25 = Z:)

exSeekAhead Seek Ahead [n] Seconds Value = 1-999999999

exSeekBack Seek Back [n] Seconds Value = 1-999999999

exSeekTo Seek to Position [n] Sec Value = 1-999999999

exGroupToggle Toggle Skin Groups Value = 0-1^32 (Bitmask
indicating which groups to
toggle)

exGroupEnable Enable Skin Groups Value = 0-1^32 (Bitmask
indicating which groups to
enable)

exGroupDisable Disable Skin Groups Value = 0-1^32 (Bitmask
indicating which groups to
disable)

exGroupSet Set the Skin Groups Mask Value = 0-1^32 (Bitmask
indicating the group mask)

exSetVolume Set the Audio Volume Value = 0-100 (Percentage of
volume level)

ZP key press: Simulates a "virtual key" used as a "special operation" in ZP. The list of
available keys for this command is presented in the dropdown on the Action dialog.

ZP key press (number): Simulates an additional "virtual key" used as a "special operation"
which is not in the list above. A Windows keyboard scan code must be provided in decimal.

Jump on Menu mode: Jumps to the named Page (panel) when Zoom Player enters "Menu
mode". This Action may be in the Action List of any Button on the Page being jumped from.

Jump on Play mode: Jumps to the named Page (panel) when Zoom Player enters "Play
mode". This Action may be in the Action List of any Button on the Page being jumped from.

Close error panel: Closes any error advisory and clears the Variable ZP.Error.

Variables

ZP.Aspect: Same as ZP.Message.

ZP.AspectMode: 0 = Unknown, 1 = Fullscreen, 2 = Letterbox, 3 = Anamorphic.

ZP.AudioFormat: The DVD audio format numeric index.

ZP.AudioFormatCount: The number of audio formats available on the DVD.

ZP.AudioFormatName: The name of the current audio format.

ZP.Chapter: The currently playing DVD Chapter number. If this is changed ZP will skip to the
start of the numbered chapter.

ZP.ChapterCount: The number of chapters in the DVD.

ZP.ChapterList: All the chapters on the DVD as a list separated by slashes.

ZP.Duration: Total duration of DVD or media file in form HH:MM:SS.
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ZP.DurationSecs: Total duration of DVD or media file as decimal seconds.

ZP.Error: The text of any error message being displayed.

ZP.Language: The DVD language numeric index.

ZP.LanguageCount: The number of language tracks available on the DVD.

ZP.LanguageName: The name of the current DVD language.

ZP.LinkActive: "1" when the ZP link is active, else "0".

ZP.LinkState: "1" when ZP is running and connected, else "0".

ZP.MediaMessage: The OSD message that Zoom Player is currently displaying on its screen,
or (if that is blank) the leaf name of the currently playing media file with its directory path and
extension removed.

ZP.MediaTitle: The leaf name of the currently playing media file, with its directory path and
extension removed. This is often the title of the media file.

ZP.MenuMode: (DVD) 0 = Not in menu mode, 1 = In menu mode.

ZP.Message: The OSD message that Zoom Player is currently displaying.

ZP.Mode: One of "Not running", "DVD", "Media" or "Audio".

ZP.Navigator: Either empty when no navigator is displayed; else the numeric code for the
navigator displayed.

ZP.PlayState: One of "Not running", "Closed", "Stopped", "Paused" or "Playing".

ZP.PlayStateNum: 0 = Closed, 1 = Stopped, 2 = Paused, 3 = Playing.

ZP.Position: Position of DVD or media file in form HH:MM:SS.

ZP.PositionSecs: Position of DVD or media file as decimal seconds.

ZP.Resolution: The Video Resolution string (not always available).

ZP.Slider: Variable for use in Slider Thumb Component as ZP Position slider. Use minimum
value 0, maximum 1000.

ZP.Timeline: The timeline message whether or not ZP is displaying it.

ZP.Title: The title of the currently playing DVD. Can also be used to change the title. If this
variable is changed, ZP will skip to the start of the new title.

ZP.TitleCount: The number of titles in the DVD.

ZP.TitleList: All the title on the DVD separated by slashes.

ZP.UniqueDvdID: A string which is unique to each DVD and so could be used to identify a
particular DVD.

ZP.VolSlider: Variable for use in Slider Thumb Component as ZP Volume slider. Use minimum
value 0, maximum 1000.

ZP.Volume: The Zoom Player volume in the range 0-100. Requires Zoom Player version 4.03
or later.
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Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_zoom.dll
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5 Lua Language Reference

1.Lua Introduction.
2.NetRemote Script Containers.
3.Lexical Conventions.
4.Values and Types.
5.Variables.
6.Statements and blocks.
7.Control Structures.
8.Expressions and Operators.
9.Table Constructors.
10.Function Calls and Definitions.
11.Metatables.
12.Garbage Collection.
13.Coroutines.

 

5.1 Lua Introduction

NetRemote uses Lua as its scripting language. Lua is an extension programming language
designed to support general procedural programming with data description facilities. Lua is
intended to be used as a powerful, light-weight configuration language.

Lua is implemented as a library, written in C. Lua has no notion of a "main" program; it only
works embedded in a host client, in this case NetRemote.

Lua can be augmented to cope with a wide range of different domains, creating customized
languages sharing a syntactical framework. NetRemote adds a library of functions to the
basic Lua engine. The extensions provided by NetRemote are listed and described in the Lua
Library Reference.

Lua is free software, and is provided as usual with no guarantees. Lua is licensed under the
terms of the MIT license. The official URL is.

http://www.lua.org/

Up-to-date information about Lua-related resources can be found at the lua-users wiki.

http://lua-users.org/

The Lua language and its implementation have been designed and written by Waldemar
Celes, Roberto Ierusalimschy and Luiz Henrique de Figueiredo at Tecgraf, the Computer
Graphics Technology Group, Department of Computer Science, of PUC-Rio (the Pontifical
Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro) in Brazil.
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This section of the NetRemote Customization Guide is adapted from Programming Lua 5:
Quick Reference Guide by Kein-Hong Man.

 

5.2 NetRemote Script Containers

There are six places in NetRemote you can put Lua Script.

1.In CCF files using one of "Execute Lua Code" Actions provided by the NRBasic Plugin
. This code will be executed whenever the Button is pressed, released or held
down.

2.In CCF files as a State Determination Rule for a Frame or Button. The code will be
executed whenever the Page is redrawn to determine which state to show.

3.In a file with the same name as, and in the same directory as, the CCF file but with
the extension ".lua". This file, if it exists, will be loaded and executed when the
NetRemote Client loads the CCF file.

4.In a file with the extension .lua located in a subdirectory /luascript/startup/ below
the location of the NetRemote Client executable. Any such files will be loaded and
executed when the Client starts up. The order in which these scripts run is not
determined, so they must not depend on each other. If there are
interdependencies, use the next method.

5.In a file with the extension .lua located in the same directory as the CCF file or in
the subdirectory /luascript/ below the location of the NetRemote Client
executable, or in a directory below these directories. Such files must be explicitly
loaded from another script using the lua require statement. This feature is
intended for library code potentially used from multiple scripts and the require
statement only loads the library if it is not already loaded.

6.Embedded in HTML code in a file with the extension ".lhtml" located in a
subdirectory "/httpd/" below the location of the NetRemote Client executable. Such
code will be executed when the file is served by the internal web server in the 
WebBrowser Plugin.

Best practice is to define functions for any lengthy processing requirements using 3 or 4
above. These functions can then be invoked in 1 or 2, keeping the code in the CCF file short.
4 should be used for general purpose or library functions of use in any CCF while 3 should be
used for support functions for a particular CCF.

 

5.3 Lexical Conventions

Reserved Words and Other Tokens

Lua is case-sens itive. Iden tifiers in Lua can be any string of letters, digits, and underscores,
not beginning with a digit. Any character considered alphabetic by the current locale can be
used in an identifier. The following keywords are reserved.

and      break     do        else      elseif
end      false     for       function  if
in       local     nil       not       or
repeat   return    then      true      until
while

The following strings denote other tokens.

+   -    *    /    ^    =    ~=   <=   >=
<   >    ==   (    )    {    }    [    ]
;   :    ,    .    ..   ...
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By convention, identifiers starting with an underscore followed by uppercase letters (such as 
_VERSION) are reserved for internal variables used by Lua.

Number constants

Num erical cons tan ts may have an optional fractional part and an optional decimal exponent.
The exponent is delimited from the mantissa with an upper or lower case "E" and may be
signed.

n = 3; n = 3.0; n = 0.3e1; n = 30.0E-1; --All these assign the same value.

String Literals

L iteral s trings can be delimited by matching single or double quotes, and can contain any 8-bit
value, including embedded zeros (represented by \0). The following C-like escape sequences
represent specific bytes.

\ddd    1 to 3 digits decimal value of byte.
\a    bell \007
\b    backspace \008
\f    form feed \012
\n    newline \010
\r    carriage return \013
\t    horizontal tab \009
\v    vertical tab \011
\     Backslash followed by an actual new line inserts \n.

The following pairs insert the second character literally.

\\    \"    \’    \[    \]

Literal strings can also be delimited by matching "[[ ... ]]". In strings delimited this way,
escape sequences are not interpreted and the string is entered exactly as is including any
embedded newlines. However, when the opening "[[" is immediately followed by a newline,
that newline is ignored.

The following examples assign the same string literal.

s = "NetRemote users \"reach\nfor the moon\" with Lua"

s = 'NetRemote users "reach\nfor the moon" with Lua'

s = [[

NetRemote users "reach

for the moon" with Lua]]

Comments

The first line of a chunk is skipped if it starts with "#" (for Unix scripting).

A short com m ent starts with a double hyphen "--" and runs until the end of the line.

A long com m ent starts with "--[[" and ends with a balanced "]]". It may be multiline and may
contain nested "[[ ... ]]" pairs.

--[[

This is a

multi-line comment.

]]
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-- This is a single line comment.

print("Some code") -- Rest of this line is a comment

Block comments can be used to enable and disable code during testing.

--[[

print("This is not compiled")

--]]

---[[

print("This is compiled")

--]]

Adding a single hyphen converts the opening delimiter into a single-line comment which
exposes the hyphens in front of the closing delimiter making this line also a single-line
comment.

 

5.4 Values and Types

Lua is dynam ically typed. Values carry their own type and Lua does not have type definitions.

Types

There are eight basic types in Lua.

nil: Type of nil, which is different from any other value.

boolean: Type of the values false and true. Both nil and false make a condition false, any
other value makes it true.

number: Double-precision floating-point numbers. (In NetRemote at least, other Lua
implementations may define the number type differently.)

string: Arrays of characters. May contain any 8-bit character, including embedded nulls.

table: Implements associative arrays. Tables can be indexed with any value (except nil).
Tables can be heterogeneous containing values of all types (except nil). They are the
sole data structuring mechanism in Lua and may be used to represent ordinary arrays,
symbol tables, sets, records, graphs, trees, etc.

function: Functions are first-class values in Lua. They can be stored in variables, passed
as arguments, and returned as results. Executing a function definition assigns the
compiled function to a variable.

userdata: This type is provided to allow arbitrary C data to be stored in Lua variables.
Corresponds to a block of raw memory and has no pre-defined operations except
assignment and identity test.

thread: Represents independent threads of execution for Coroutines.

More about Types

The type function returns a string describing the type of a given value.

Operations for userdata values (and for tables) can be defined using metatables. Userdata
values cannot be created or modified in Lua, only through the C API. Functions can also be
defined in C using the API.
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To represent records, the field name is used as an index. a.name is equivalent to a["name"].
The value of a table field can be of any type (except nil). Table fields may contain functions,
and carry m ethods.

Tables, functions, and userdata values are objects, variables contain only references to them.
Assignment, parameter passing, and function returns always manipulate references to such
values and do not imply any kind of copy.

Coercion

At run time, a string is converted to a number if it is used in an arithmetic operation, and vice
versa. A reasonable format preserving the exact value of the number is used. (Use string.
format for printing numbers instead.) Note that this does not apply to arithmetic
comparisons.

 

5.5 Variables

There are three kinds of variables in Lua, global variables, local variables, and table fields.
Conceptually all possible global variables and table fields exist and are initialized with the
value nil. Thus accessing any variable will succeed, if only by giving the value nil. Variables
can also be assigned back to nil when no longer required (this does release memory).

Variables are global unless declared local or accessed using table syntax.

Local variables

A variable is declared local as follows.

local a, b

When a local variable is non-nil it hides the global variable of the same name.

Table fields

Square brackets or field syntax are used to access a table as follows.

table["index"] = "value"

table.index = "value"

The meaning of accesses to global variables and table fields can be changed via m etatables.
For example, an access to an indexed variable t[i] is equivalent to a call getmetatable(t).
__index(t,i).

Global environments

All global variables live as fields in Lua tables, called environm ent tables or simply
environm ents. Lua functions and functions defined in C all initially share the same
environment table, but each Lua function carries its own reference to an environment which
may be changed. A Lua function inherits the environment from the function that created it.
The environment table of a Lua function is accessed using setfenv and getfenv.
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5.6 Statements and blocks

Chunks

The unit of execution of Lua is called a chunk. A chunk is simply a sequence of statements
which are executed sequentially. Statements are delimited by syntax and white space, but
can optionally be terminated with a semicolon. Newlines count as whitespace and statements
may be split over more than one line. Each statement can be optionally followed by a
semicolon.

Lua handles a chunk as the body of an anonymous function. Chunks can define local variables
and return values. A chunk may be stored in a file or in a string. Precompiled binary chunks
(using luac) can be used interchangeably with chunks in source form. Detection is automatic.

Blocks

A block is a list of statements. Syntactically, a block is equal to a chunk. A block may be
explicitly delimited within a chunk or a block to produce a local scope.

do BLOCK end

Explicit blocks are useful to control the scope of variable declarations, or to add a return or
break statement in the middle of another block.

Function definitions and some control structures produce implicit blocks.

Visibility

Lua is lexically scoped allowing blocks to be defined within other blocks. The scope of local
variables begins at the first statement after their declaration and lasts until the end of the
innermost block that includes the declaration.

Local variables can be freely accessed in blocks defined inside their scope. This includes
functions, which may be defined inside blocks including inside other function definitions. A
local variable used by an inner function is called an upvalue, or external local variable, inside
the inner function. A variable of the same name in an inner scope has precedence. Each
instance of an anonymous function (or closure) defines new instances of local variables.

Assignment statements

Lua allows multiple assignment. The syntax for assignment defines a list of variables on the
left side and a list of expressions on the right side.

a, b, c = 1, "JH", 2.1

Before the assignment, the list of values is adjus ted to the length of the list of variables.
Excess values are thrown away. If there is a shortage, the list is extended with as many nil
values as needed. Lua first evaluates all expressions, and only then are the assignments
made. Thus the following is an exchange.

x, y = y, x

The meaning of assignments to global variables and table fields can be changed via
metatables.

Local variable declarations may include an initial assignment.
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local a, b = 1, "JH"

Because a chunk is also a block, local variables can be declared outside any explicit block.
Such local variables die when the chunk ends.

 

5.7 Control Structures

Control structures in Lua have the usual meaning and familiar syntax.

While, repeat and if structures

while EXP do BLOCK end
repeat BLOCK until EXP
if EXP then BLOCK      -- One of these
elseif EXP then BLOCK  -- Zero or more of these
else BLOCK                    -- Zero or one of these
end                           -- And one of these

The condition expression EXP of a control structure may return any value. Both false and nil
are considered false. Other values are considered true, including the number 0 and the empty
string.

For structures

The for statement has numeric and generic forms.

for c = start, end , step do BLOCK end
for ix, ... in explist do BLOCK end

In the numeric form, the step is optional and defaults to 1. All control expressions are
evaluated once before the loop starts and must result in numbers. The counter is scoped
within the block and the behavior is undefined if you assign to it.

In the generic form, explist is evaluated once, giving an iterator function, a s tate, and an
initial index value. The iterator function is called repeatedly with the state and current index
value. It returns the next index plus the specified number of additional values. Behavior is
undefined if the index is reassigned within the loop.

Functions pairs and ipairs are provided in the basic library to iterate tables in generic for
structures. Pairs produces key, value pairs from any table in undefined order. ipairs produces
index, value pairs from numerically indexed tables (lists) in numeric order.

for k, v in pairs(table) do print(k, v) end

Exiting Loops

return is used to return values from a function or from a chunk, even within a loop. break can
be used to terminate the execution of the innermost while, repeat, or for loop, skipping to
the next statement after the loop.

return and break statements can only be written as the last statement of a block. An explicit
inner block can used to work round this restriction by writing do return end or do break end.
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5.8 Expressions and Operators

The Lua operator list and precedence, from the lower to the higher priority.

Assoc Operators Description

left or Logical OR

left and Logical AND

left <, >, <=, >=, ~=, == Relational operators

right .. Concatenation

left +, - Arithmetic addition,
subtraction

left *, / Arithmetic multiplication,
division

right not, -(unary) Logical NOT, unary minus

right ^ Exponentiation (__pow or
metamethod)

An expression enclosed in parentheses is always evaluated before being used in an outer
expression and always results in exactly one value (the first value returned or nil if no value
is returned).

Relational Operators

Relational operators always result in false or true.

The equality operator (==) first compares the types of its operands. If types are different, the
result is false. If types are the same, values are compared. Numbers and strings are
compared in the usual way. Coercion is not applied to equality comparisons so "0" == 0
evaluates false. Objects (tables, userdata, threads, and functions) are compared by reference
unless a __eq metamethod is available.

The operator ~= is exactly the inverse of ==.

Order operators (<, >, <=, >=) compare pairs of numbers or pairs of strings (using the
current locale) or uses the __lt or the __le metamethods.

Logical Operators

Logical operators consider both false and nil as false and anything else as true. not always
returns false or true.

and returns its first argument if this value is false or nil, otherwise it returns its second
argument. or returns its first argument if this value is different from nil and false, otherwise it
returns its second argument. Both operators use short-cut evaluation.

The following are useful Lua idioms that use logical operators (where b should not be nil or
false).

x or error()     --means: if not(x) then error() end

x = x or v       --means: if not(x) then x = v end

x = a and b or c --means: if a then x = b else x = c end
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5.9 Table Constructors

Table constructors are expressions that create tables. Every time a constructor is evaluated,
a new table is created. Constructors can be used to create empty tables, or to create a table
and initialize some of its fields.

t = {}                         -- Empty table

t = {[1.1]="one", [2.1]="two"} -- Table with keys of any type

t = {1, 3, 5, 7}               -- Table with auto assigned number keys

t = {field1="one", field2="2"} -- Table with string keys

Initializer lists can use semi-colons in place of commas (freely mixing the two) and can have a
comma or semicolon after the last element.

Each field of the form [KEYEXP] = VALUEEXP adds an entry to the table.

The form nam e = VALUEEXP is equivalent to ["nam e"] = VALUEEXP.

Where keys are not specified, entries are assigned consecutive numerical integers, starting
with 1. Fields in the other formats can be interspersed and do not affect this counting.

If the last field in the list is a function call without an explicit key, then all values returned by
the call enter the list consecutively. To avoid this, enclose the function call in parentheses.

A value field can be a nested table constructor generating an inner table as a field of the
outer table.

 

5.10 Function Calls and Definitions

Function Calls

A function call in Lua has one of the following forms.

r1, r2 ... = MyFunction(p1, p2 ...)  -- Normal form

table:MyMethod(p1, p2 ...)           -- Method call

MyFunction "string"                  -- Sortcut for single string parameter

MyFunction {"l1", "l2"}              -- Parameters from table constructor

All forms may have return lists. The method call form is equivalent to table.MyMethod(table,
p1, p2 ...). All argument expressions are evaluated before the call. A function can return any
number of results. If the function is called as a statement, all returned values are discarded,
otherwise the return list is adjusted according to the number of receiving assignments.

If called inside another expression or in the middle of a list of expressions, then its return list
is adjusted to one element (the first one). If the function is called as the last element of a list
of expressions, then no adjustment is made (unless enclosed in parentheses).

If target of a function call is a userdata or table, the call may still be possible if there is a
metatable. If there is a __call metamethod, the table or userdata itself is passed, followed by
the calling parameters.

A line break cannot be put before the ‘(’ in a function call, to avoid some ambiguities. A
semicolon can be added to disambiguate breaks.

Lua implements proper tail calls (or proper tail recu rs ion). A tail call erases any debug
information about the calling function, and can only happen with a function call in a return
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statement.

Function Definitions

A function definition is an executable expression, whose value has type function. Equivalent
function definition forms.

function f() ... end

f = function() ... end

function a.b.f() ... end

a.b.f = function() ... end

local function f() ... end

local f; f = function() ... end

function a.b:f( ... ) ... end

a.b.f = function(self, ... ) ... end

When Lua pre-compiles a chunk, all its function bodies are pre-compiled too. Whenever Lua
executes the function definition, the function is in s tan tiated or closed. This in s tance, or closu re
is the final value of the expression. Different instances of the same function may refer to
different external local variables and different environment tables.

An adjustment is made to the argument list if required. Parameters act as local variables that
are initialized with the argument values. Results are returned using the return statement.

If the function is a vararg function (denoted by "..." at the end of the argument list) it collects
all extra arguments into an implicit table parameter, called arg, with a field arg.n whose value
holds the number of extra arguments. The extra arguments are found at positions 1, 2, …, n.

For example, if there are no extra arguments, arg.n = 0. If the extra arguments are 4 and 2,
then arg is {4, 2; n=2}.

 

5.11 Metatables

Table and userdata objects in Lua may have a m etatable that defines their behavior for
certain operations. An objects behavior can be changed for some operations by setting
specific fields in its metatable.

Keys in a metatable are called even ts and the values (functions), m etam ethods. Query
metatables with getmetatable and change them with setmetatable.

Behavior

When Lua performs a metamethod-associated operation, it checks whether that object has a
metatable with the corresponding event. If so, the function associated with that key is used
to perform the operation.

The key for each operation is a string with its name prefixed by two underscores, for
instance, the key for operation add is the string __add.

Metatable Keys

add (+); sub (-); mul (*); div (/): If both operands are number type or numeric strings, the
normal arithmeric operation is carried out. Otherwise a metamethod is looked for in the
metatable of the first operand and failing that, the second operand. If this fails a runtime
error is raised. The metamethod takes two operands and returns a result.
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pow (^): If both operands are number type or numeric strings, a global function __pow is
looked for. Otherwise a metamethod is looked for in the metatable of the first and failing that,
the second operand. If a suitable function is not found, a runtime error is raised. The
metamethod takes two operands and returns a result.

unm (- as a prefix): If the operand is number type or a numeric string, it is negated.
Otherwise a metamethod is sought in the metatable of the operand. If this fails a runtime
error is raised. The metamethod takes two operands the second of which receives nil, and
returns a result.

concat (..): If both operands are either string or number type they are converted and
concatenated to a string. Otherwise, a metamethod is looked for in the metatable of the first
and failing that, the second operand. If a suitable function is not found, a runtime error is
raised. The metamethod takes two operands and returns a result.

eq (==): If the operands are of different types, the test is false. If the operands refer to the
same object, or if they are identical numbers or strings, the test is true. Otherwise if both
operands have the same metamethod __eq this is called for the test result. Otherwise the
test is false. The metamethod takes two operands and returns a boolean.

lt (<): If both the operands are number type the result is that of a standard numeric
comparison. If both the operands are strings the result is that of a standard lexical
comparison. If the operands are of different types the result is false. Otherwise if both
operands have the same metamethod __eq this is called for the test result. Otherwise the
test is false. The metamethod takes two operands and returns a boolean.

le (<=): If both the operands are number type the result is that of a standard numeric
comparison. If both the operands are string type the result is that of a standard lexical
comparison. If the operands are of different types the result is false. Otherwise if both
operands have the same metamethod __eq this is called for the test result. Otherwise if both
operands have the same metamethod __lt this is called with the operands reversed and the
result is inverted. Otherwise the test is false. The metamethod takes two operands and
returns a boolean.

(a ~= b) is processed as (not(a == b)); (a > b) is processed as (b < a); (a >= b) is
processed as (b <= a).

index (object[key]): If the object is a table v = rawget(object, key), if this is not nil, it is the
value. Otherwise seek the __index metamethod of object. If this is not found, the value is nil
. If the metamethod is a function the value is the result of executing it. If the metamethod is
not a function, the index operation is applied to the metamethod object. The metamethod, if
a function, takes an object of the type it is attached to and a key of any type and returns a
value of any type. The metamethod may also be a table or an object which itself has an index
metamethod.

newindex (object[key] = value): If the object is a table, the key is looked up in it. If found, the
value is changed. Otherwise the __newindex metamethod is sought in a metatable of
object. If this is not found, an attempt is made using rawset(object, key, value). If a
metamethod is found it is called. Else an error is raised. The metamethod takes an object of
the type it is attached to, a key of any type and a value of any type. It returns nothing.

call (execute as a function): If the object is a function it is executed as normal. Else a
metamethod __call is looked for executed if found. Else an error is raised. The metamethod
has a first argument which is an object of the type it is attached to. It has an arbitrary
number of additional arguments which are the arguments passed in the call. It has an
arbitrary number of return parameters which are the returns of the call.

tostring (tostring(object)): If the object is a string, the operation returns it (has no effect). If
the object is a number, it is converted to a string and returned. Otherwise a metamethod 
__tostring is searched for and if found is called to convert the object to a string. The
metamethod takes one parameter of the same type as the object it is attached to and
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returns a string.

gc (finalizer): A metamethod __gc takes one argument of the type to which it is connected. It
is executed when Lua garbage collects the object. Lua ensures that, in any GC operation,
finalizers are called in reverse order of object creation.

mode (weak tables): A string metatable entry keyed __mode controls how references held in
this table effect the garbage collection of the objects to which they refer. If the string
contains a "k", the keys are weak references. If the string contains a "v", the values are
weak references. Weak references do not prevent garbage collection of the object to which
they refer.

metatable (metatable lock): Set the __metatable key in the metatable to prevent access to
it. setmetatable will raise an error if this key is present. getmetatable will return the value of
this key, not the actual metatable. For example, set __metatable to an error message string.

 

5.12 Garbage Collection

Lua runs a garbage collector (GC) from time to time to collect all dead objects. All objects in Lua
are subject to automatic management.

Lua uses two control numbers, a byte counter which counts the amount of dynamic memory
in use and a threshold. When the number of bytes crosses the threshold, Lua runs the GC.
The byte counter is adjusted, and then the threshold is reset to twice the new value of the
byte counter.

Garbage-Collection Metamethods

You can set GC metamethods for userdata (finalizers), to coordinate Lua’s GC with external
resource management. Free userdata with a field __gc in their metatables are not collected
immediately.

At the end of each GC cycle, finalizers for userdata are called in reverse order of their creation,
among those collected in that cycle. (First finalizer called was the last one created.)

Weak Tables

A weak table is a table whose elements are weak references. If the only references to an
object are weak references, then the GC will collect that object. A weak table can have weak
keys, weak values, or both. If either the key or the value is collected, the whole pair is
removed.

The weakness of a table is controlled by __mode in its metatable. If the field is a string
containing character k, keys are weak. v denotes weak values.

A table used as a metatable should not have its __mode changed, otherwise the weak
behavior of the tables controlled by this metatable is undefined.

 

5.13 Coroutines

Coroutines represent independent threads of execution. A coroutine suspends execution by
explicitly yielding (collaborative multithreading).

Coroutine threads are created by calling coroutine.create, passing the coroutine
function (it is not executed at this stage). A handle (object type th read) is returned.
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Executed the coroutine thread by calling coroutine.resume, passing the handle and
arguments.
The Coroutine executes until it terminates (via a normal return or an error) or yields
by calling coroutine.yield plus optional arguments.
coroutine.resume normally returns true, plus any values returned by the coroutine,
or false plus an error message.
When execution resumes, coroutine.yield returns the extra arguments that were
passed to coroutine.resume.
coroutine.wrap creates an alternative coroutine form which does a coroutine.
create, but returns a function instead of a thread. This is just like coroutine.resume
except that it does not need the thread handle.

 



Part
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6 Lua Library Reference

This section provides information about the Lua standard libraries as well as the functions
added by NetRemote.

1.Notation
2.Global Functions the Lua base Library.
3.coroutine Library from Lua.
4.DateStamp Object for date and time calculations.
5.debug Library from Lua.
6.Element Animation Library.
7.FlashPlayer Library.
8.FramePopup Object
9.GAC Object
10.gip Library for generic IP communications.
11.io Library from Lua.
12.ListManager Library supports scrollable child loops.
13.math Library from Lua.
14.NetRemote Library of NetRemote specific extensions.
15.os Library from Lua.
16.socket Library for Internet protocols.
17.Stack Object provides a Stack datastructure.
18.string Library from Lua.
19.table Library from Lua.
20.thread Library provides objects for multitasking.
21.win Library of Windows OS functions.

 

6.1 Notation

Functions are documented as follows. Names in italics are form al param eters which you
replace by your own variable, a literal value (for inputs) or an expression. Output parameters
are always optional - you are free to ignore all or some of them. Input parameters are
sometimes optional and where this is the case the parameter will be enclosed in square
brackets. The formal parameters are listed below the syntax box with type information and a
description.

output1, output2 = library.function(input1 [, input2])

input1: Type. Description.

input2: Type. Description. Optional

output1: Type. Description.
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output2: Type. Description.

Exam ples  of actual code us ing th is  function:

local v1, v2 = library.function(v3, v4)

v1 = library.function(1.2, "Parsecs")

library.function(1.9 * v3, "Par".."secs")

Unless otherwise noted, the first output parameter will be nil if an error occurs. There are
two standard formal parameters which will be shown in the syntax if present but will not be
further described.

res: Nil on error. This is used if there is no output parameter required except for an error
indicator.

err: Number or String. This is used as an additional output parameter to carry further
error information.

Form al param eter conven tions :

lowercase -- an ordinary parameter.

Capitalized -- an object parameter (table type following object conventions)

UPPERCASE -- a number or string for which a set of constants are provided.

Some functions take a function as an input parameter - this is termed a callback. In these
cases the callback function syntax is shown first, then the function which uses it. The function
name is a formal name which can be replaced by anything you like.

output = callback(input1, input2)

library.function(input3, callback)

Usage exam ple:

function mycallback(in1, in2) print(in1, in2); return 0; end

library.function("Hello", mycallback)

Objects are shown with the factory function first and then the methods of the object using
colon syntax with a formal parameter holding the object reference.

MyObj = library.factory(input1)

MyObj:Method1(input2)

ret = [MyObj]:Method2()

Usage exam ple:

local obj = library.factory("Hello")

obj:Method1("World")

print(obj:Method2())

If a parameter may be repeat 1 or more times then it will be shown with an asterisk
after it. e.g.

res = someFunction(param*)
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6.2 Global Functions

print, error, assert

print displays a message to the debug stream. error terminates execution and displays a
message to the debug stream. assert raises an error if a test value is nil or false. These
messages are not displayed by NetRemote or NetRemote Designer, but they can be viewed
using tools such as Sysinternals DebugView.

print(message*)

error(message [, level])

val = assert(val [, assertMessage])

message: (string or number) Error message or value to be printed. May also be any object
with a __tostring metamethod.

level: (number) 1, the default, sets the error position to where error was called. 2 gives
the calling point in the parent function etc.

val: (any type) If nil or false, an error is raised. Otherwise val is returned.

assertMessage: (string) Error message if the assert fails

type, tonumber, tostring, unpack

type returns a string indicating the type of a value. tonumber converts a string to a number
with optional base conversion. tostring converts a value to a string. unpack returns the
elements of a table with numeric keys as individual values.

typename = type(value)

number = tonumber(value [, base])

string = tostring(value)

... = unpack(list)

value: The value to be operated on.

typename: (string) "nil", "number", "string", "boolean", "table", "function", "thread", or
"userdata".

number: (number) The result of tonumber.

base: (number) The default is base 10 and will convert any valid number string, including
fractions and exponents, into a number type. For base ~= 10 the value must be a string
using A-Z to represent digits 10 to 35.

string: (string) The string form of the value. Number inputs are converted automatically,
userdata and table values can have a __tostring metamethod to do the conversion.

list: (table) Must be keyed with contiguous integers from 1 up.
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next, pairs, ipairs

next produces all the elements in a table in no particular order. pairs is an iterator for use in
generic for which produces the elements of a table. ipairs is an iterator for use in generic for
which produces the elements of a table in numeric order.

key, value = next(table [, prev])

for key, value in pairs(table)

for key, value in ipairs(table)

table: (table) the table to be iterated.

prev: The key of the previous element or nil to produce the first element.

index: The key of the current element.

value: The value of the current element.

dofile, loadfile, loadstring, require, loadlib, pcall, xpcall

dofile executes the contents of a file as a Lua chunk. loadfile and loadstring load and
compiles the contents of a file or a string as a Lua function. require and loadlib load
packages and C dynamic libraries into the Lua global environment. pcall and xpcall execute
Lua functions in a protected environment with error trapping.

... = dofile(filename)

func, err = loadfile(filename)

func, err = loadstring(code [, name])

ret = require(packagename)

func = loadlib(libname, funcname)

success, ... = pcall(func [, ...])

success, ... = xpcall(func, errorhandler)

[...]: Indicates multiple call or return parameters.

filename: (string) The filename and path of the Lua file.

func: (function) A Lua compiled function or nil for error.

code: (string) String containing a Lua chunk.

name: (string) Optional debug name for func.

packagename: (string) Package name. This is first checked in global table _LOADED, if it
exists as a key, the corresponding value is returned. Otherwise, ".lua" is appended to
packagename and this file is searched for first in the "\luascript\" directory below the
client program directory. Failing this, it is searched for in the same directory the CCF file
was loaded from. Note that the packagename can include a relative path ("myfuncs.test.
mainlib" etc.) and dot separators will be substituted with backslashes. This file is
executed and the first return value entered as the value of the packagename key in
_LOADED. If it does not return a value, true is used. This value is also returned from
require. By convention, the returned value should be the library table.

libname: (string) C dynamic library filename. Must be a resolvable path.

funcname: (string) Name of the function within the library which should be loaded.
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success: (boolean) true if the function executed without errors, else false and the error
message is the second return parameter.

errorhandler: (function) If an error occurs, this function is passed the error message. It
can embellish this and return a new error message.

_G, getfenv, setfenv

Holds, gets and sets the global environment table. _G is readonly and is the global
environment used by all C functions and by default by Lua functions. A __fenv key in a
functions current environment table causes an error to be raised in setenv and its value is
returned instead of the environment table from getenv.

envtable = _G

envtable = getfenv(func)

setfenv (func, envtable)

func: (function or number) If a function, get or set the environment for it. If a number, 1 is
the currently running function, 2 is its caller etc.

envtable: (table) The table used as the environment.

getmetatable, setmetatable

Gets or sets the metatable for an object. If the current metatable has a __metatable key,
setmetatable raises an error and getmetatable returns this value rather than the real
metatable.

metatable = getmetatable(object)

setmetatable(object, metatable)

metatable: (table) The table which is the metatable for the object, or nil.

object: (userdata or table) Note that it is not possible to set the metatable of a userdata
from Lua.

rawequal, rawget, rawset

Tests for equality, sets or gets table elements bypassing any metamethods.

equal = rawequal(value, value)

value = rawget(table, key)

rawset(table, key, value)

equal: (boolean) True if values are the same type and have equal values or point to the
same objects.

table: (table) Table to operate on.

key: Key to use in the table. Must be non-nil.

value: Value to use. If nil indicates that table entry does not exist or should be deleted.
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gcinfo, collectgarbage

inuse, limit = gcinfo()

collectgarbage(limit)

inuse: (number) Kilobytes of dynamic memory in use.

limit: (number) Garbage collection limit in kilobytes. As input parameter, this is optional
defaulting to 0 which forces immediate GC. Otherwise sets a new GC threshold for one
GC cycle only.

Source: Lua Core.

 

6.3 coroutine Library

create creates a new coroutine thread without starting it. resume starts or resumes a
coroutine. yield suspends the current coroutine. status returns the status of a coroutine.
wrap is an alternative to create and resume, it does a create and returns a function which is
used in place of resume.

thread = coroutine.create(func)

err, ... = coroutine.resume(thread [, ...])

... = coroutine.yield([...])
status = coroutine.status(thread)

... = resumefunc([...])

resumefunc = coroutine.wrap(func)

func: (function) The body function to run on the coroutine thread.

thread: (thread) The coroutine thread.

[...]: Zero or more parameters passed between resume and yield. On first resume, the
parameters appear as normal in the body function. When the body function terminates
its return parameters appear as the returns of resume. Otherwise, resume passes
parameters to yield and yield passes parameters to resume.

status: (string) "running", "suspended", or "dead".

Source: Lua Standard Library.

 

6.4 DateStamp Object

Any script using this object should have the following statement first.

require("RAHDateFuncs")

Creating and Initializing DateStamp Objects
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New creates a new DateStamp object. InitWith resets an existing one. Clone creates a new
one which is a copy of an existing one. IsDate returns true if the object passed is a
DateStamp.

DateTime = DateStamp:New(source)

DateStamp:InitWith(source)

DateTime = DateStamp:Clone()

res = DateStamp:IsDate(DateTime)

source: This can be another DateStamp, a string of the form YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS, or a
number which is interpreted as a Julian date. The string format will also allow a two-digit
year, which is converted to four digit by adding 2000.

Components

The components of date and time are available by treating the DateStamp object as a simple
table. IsValid checks that the components are within range. TimeToSeconds returns the time
component as seconds since midnight. SecondsToTime replaces the time components using
seconds since midnight.

year = DateTime.year

month = DateTime.month

day = DateTime.day

hour = DateTime.hour

minute = DateTime.minute

second = DateTime.second

err, comp = DateTime:IsValid()

secs = DateTime:TimeToSeconds()

DateTime:SecondsToTime(secs)

year, month, day: Number. year is full CE year, negative for BCE. month 1..12. day 1..31.

hour, minute, second: Number. hour 0..23, minute and second 0..59.

err: nil if error, else 1.

comp: String. Component in error, "hours", "minutes", "seconds", "year", "month", "day".

secs: Number. Seconds since midnight, 0..86399.

Operations

Julian numbers allow simple date time calculations without worrying about complexities like
leap years, CE/BCE and the Gregorian correction. Add and Subtract change the values of the
components in the object. Difference gives the absolute difference in seconds between two
objects. Age gives the difference in seconds between the DateTime and the current date and
time.

julian = DateTime:ToJulian()

DateTime:FromJulian(julian)

DateTime:Add(hours, mins, secs)

DateTime:Subtract(DateTime)

DateTime:Subtract(secs)

secs = DateTime:Difference(DateTime)

secs = DateTime:Age()
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datetimestring = DateTime:ToString()

julian: Number. Days and decimal fractions of a day from noon on 1st January 4713 BCE.

hours, mins, secs: Number. Range is unlimited, so any number of any component may be
added (or, by using minus numbers, subtracted).

datetimestring: String. Date and time in the form YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\RAHDateFuncs.lua

 

6.5 debug Library

These functions are provided for debugging etc., and adversely affect performance. The
privacy of local variables may be violated.

Interactive debugging mode

debug.debug() -- Enter
cont          -- Leave (type on its own line)

Hook functions

hook(event, line)

hook, mask, count = debug.gethook()

debug.sethook(hook, mask, count)

debug.sethook() -- Turns off hook.

event: (string) "call", "return", "tail return", "line", or "count".

line: (number) Line number for "line" or "count".

mask: (string) "c" on every call; "r" on every return; "l" on every line.

count: (number) Every count instructions.

Returns current hook settings: hook function, mask, and count.

Get function information

info = debug.getinfo(func [, what])

func: (function or number) Function or stack level. func = 1 is the function that called
getinfo, 2 is the function that called this etc. Return is nil if invalid. In a hook, 1 is the
hook function, so 2 is the function being monitored.

what: (string) If omitted gets all info. Else "n" - name, "S" - source, "l" - line number, "f" -
the function itself.

info: (table) Table with entries for the set of requested information.

Access local variables
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name, value = debug.getlocal(level, index)

debug.setlocal(level, index, value)

level: (number) Stack level (see getinfo).

index: (number) Local variables are indexed 1 up. Returns nil if index too large.

name: (string) Name of local variable.

value: Value of local variable.

Access upvalues

name, value = debug.getupvalue(func, index)

debug.setupvalue(func, index, value)

func: (function or number) Function or stack level. func = 1 is the function that called
getinfo, 2 is the function that called this etc. Return is nil if invalid. In a hook, 1 is the
hook function, so 2 is the function being monitored.

index: (number) Upvalues are indexed 1 up. Returns nil if index too large.

name: (string) Name of upvalue.

value: Value of upvalue.

Stack traceback

Returns a string with a call stack traceback. An optional message string is prefixed. Typically
used with xpcall.

debug.traceback([message])

message: (string, optional) Message to be prefixed to the stack traceback.

Source: Lua Standard Library.

 

6.6 Element Animation Library

This library provides support for moving elements on defined paths through space and time.
There is a declarative interface, described in the Animating Frames section of Behavioral
Customization.

This section describes more complex animations using the Animation object directly from Lua
scripting.

An Animation object is first created and the element to be animated is attached to it (the
element is referred to by its name - accordingly you must use unique names for elements that
are to be animated).

require("ElementAnimation")

myanim = Animation:New("myelement")

Next the animation path and timeline is created using a sequence of the following methods. 
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Slide moves the element along a straight line at a constant speed. Glide moves the element
element along a straight line at a variable speed giving a graduated stop. Judder bounces
the element returning to the starting position. Pause inserts a delay in the timeline. Label
gives the present stage in the animation a name which can be used for partial playback and 
Notify registers a callback function which will be called when playback reaches this stage.

AnimObject:Slide(startX, startY, endX, endY, steps, interval)

AnimObject:SlideLeft(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:SlideRight(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:SlideUp(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:SlideDown(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:Glide(startX, startY, endX, endY, steps, interval)

AnimObject:GlideLeft(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:GlideRight(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:GlideUp(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:GlideDown(pixels, steps, interval)

AnimObject:JudderLeft(pixels, steps)

AnimObject:JudderRight(pixels, steps)

AnimObject:JudderUp(pixels, steps)

AnimObject:JudderDown(pixels, steps)

AnimObject:Pause(interval)

AnimObject:Label(name)

AnimObject:Notify(func, param)

startX, startY: (Number) The starting position of the animation path.

endX,endY: (Number) The ending position of the animation path.

steps: (Number) Number of steps in the animation path.

interval: (Number) Interval between steps in milliseconds.

pixels: (Number) Distance in pixels to move in the specified direction.

name: (String) Name which references a position in the timeline.

func: (Function) Callback function which is called when the animation reaches this step.
The callback is called with two parameters, a reference to the AnimObject and the
param.

param: (Any Type) This is passed to the callback function as a parameter.

Once the animation has been defined it can be executed as often as required.

AnimObject:Play([label])

AnimObject:Reverse([label])

AnimObject:Stop()

label: (String, optional) Label in the animation timeline from which playback should start.

Example

-- Create object and link to element "frame1"

require("ElementAnimation")

myanim = Animation:New("frame1")

-- Define the animation path and timeline
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myanim:Glide(10, 10, 20, 20, 10, 400)

myanim:Label("stage1")

myanim:Pause(1000)

myanim:JudderUp(6, 4)

myanim:SlideDown(20, 10, 400)

-- Play the animation

myanim:Play()

myanim:Reverse("stage1")

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\ElementAnimation.lua

 

6.7 FlashPlayer Library

The FlashPlayer library provides the GetPlayer function which returns a FlashPlayer object
having methods enabling control of the player from Lua, and the RegisterCallback and
DeregisterCallback functions which enable Lua functions to be hooked to respond to
fscommand() calls from the ActionScript. Note that RegisterCallback and DeregisterCallback
have two equivalent syntax forms as detailed below.

Player = FlashPlayer.GetPlayer(name)

callback = function(Player, command, arguments)

id = FlashPlayer.RegisterCallback(Player, callback, command)

id = Player:RegisterCallback(callback, command)

FlashPlayer.DeregisterCallback(Player, id)

Player:DeregisterCallback(id)

Player: Object. Object representing a specific flash player component.

name: String. The name of the specific flash player button component.

callback: Function. The function to be called by the player on the specified event.

command: String. The command specified in the ActionScript fscommand() call or
"OnProgress" or "OnReadyStateChange".

arguments: String. The arguments specified in the ActionScript fscommand() call.

id: Number. This is a unique id for the callback within the player. It is used to deregister a
callback.

The methods of the FlashPlayer object are as below.

Player:SetScaleMode(scalemode)

scalemode = Player:GetScaleModeAsNumber()

scalename = Player:GetScaleModeAsString()

Player:SetQualityMode(qualitymode)

qualitymode = Player:GetQualityModeAsNumber()

stringvalue = Player:GetQualityModeAsString()

Player:SetLoopMode(onoff)

Player:SetProperty(timeline, property, value)

numvalue = Player:GetPropertyAsNumber(timeline, property)

stringvalue = Player:GetPropertyAsString(timeline, property)

value = Player:GetVariable(name)
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values = Player:GetVariables(name)

Player:Play([timeline])

Player:StopPlay([timeline])

Player:Rewind()

Player:Forward()

Player:Back()

Player:GoToFrame(timeline, frame)

Player:GoToFrame(timeline, label)

numvalue = Player:GetBgColorAsNumber()

stringvalue = Player:GetBgColorAsString()

URL = Player:GetBase()

onoff = Player:GetDeviceFontMode()

onoff = Player:GetLoopMode()

URL = Player:GetMovie()

onoff = Player:IsPlaying()

numvalue = Player:GetReadyState()

numvalue = Player:GetTotalFrames()

numvalue = Player:GetCurrentFrameNumber(timeline)

label = Player:GetCurrentFrameLabel()

numvalue = Player:GetFlashVersion()

yesno = Player:IsFrameLoaded([frame])

numvalue = Player:GetPercentLoaded()

stringvalue = Player:GetWMode()

Player: Object. The return value of a FlashPlayer.GetPlayer call.

scalemode: Number. 0 - ShowAll; 1 - NoBorder; 2 - ExactFit; 3 - NoScale.

qualitymode: Number. 0 - Low; 1 - High; 2 - AutoLow; 3 - AutoHigh.

onoff: Boolean. True for on or yes, False for off or no.

numvalue: Number. Numeric value of a parameter.

stringvalue: String. Parameter as a string suitable for display.

timeline: String. The path within the Flash file of the timeline (track) to work with. Use "/"
for the main timeline.

property: Number. 0 - X Position; 1 - Y Position; 2 - X Scale; 3 - Y Scale; 6 - Alpha; 7 -
Visibility; 10 - Rotation; 13 - Name; 16 - High Quality; 17 - Focus Rect; 18 -
SoundBuftime.

name: String. The name of a variable in the Flash file.

value: Number or String. The value to set the property to.

values: String. Multiple values in name=value&name=value form.

frame: Number. Frame number within a timeline, counting from 1.

label: String. Label for a frame within a timeline as assigned when the Flash file is
authored.

URL: String. Absolute or relative URL of the Flash file or the directory containing a number
of Flash files.
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Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_flash.dll

 

6.8 FramePopup Object

This object makes it easier to implement popup Frames (windows) in NetRemote.

Any script using this object should have the following statement first.

require("FramePopups")

Creating Popups

In the Lua file attached to the CCF, a FramePopup object is created for each popup Frame
using the New method.

MyPopup = FramePopup:New(controlvar [, groupname [, timeout]])

controlvar: String. The name of the NetRemote Variable used to control the Frame. In
NetRemote Designer, create a State for the Frame, set its Rule to be this Variable name
is 1, and tick Hide When False.

groupname: String. A name for a group of popups. Only one popup in a group will show at
a time.

timeout: Number (optional). The number of seconds that the popup should show for. If
omitted, the popup will show until explicitly dismissed.

Exam ple

-- This goes in the Lua file with the same name as the CCF.

Popups = {}

Popups.Group1 = {}

Popups.Group1.Popup1 = FramePopup:New("Popups.Group1.Popup1", "Group1", 20)

Popups.Group1.Popup2 = FramePopup:New("Popups.Group2.Popup2", "Group1")

-- In the CCF, there are two Frames on the same panel. One has its State Rule

-- set to "Popups.Group1.Popup1" is "1", Hide When False ticked. The other the

-- same but using "Popups.Group1.Popup2".

Controlling Popups

The following control methods will normally be called from an Execute Lua Code action (
NRBasic Plugin, LUA group).

MyPopup:Show()       -- Shows the popup (hiding any others in group).

MyPopup:Hide()       -- Hides the popup.

MyPopup:Toggle()     -- Hides the popup if it is showing, else shows it.

MyPopup:CloseAll()   -- Hides all popups.

MyPopup:CloseGroup() -- Hides all popups in the same group as this one.

MyPopup:Reset()      -- Resets the hide timer extending the show time.

Exam ple (con tinued)

-- This goes in the Lua parameter of a Button's "Execute Lua Code" action.
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Popups.Group1.Popup1:Show()

-- This goes in a Execute Lua Code action in the "Close" Button on the popup.

Popups.Group1.Popup1:Hide()

Advanced stuff

In addition to the Control Variable, another NetRemote Variable is created with the same
name as the Control Variable, suffixed "_Progress". This is updated with the number of
seconds remaining on the close timer.

Another NetRemote variable "PopupActive" is set to "1" if ANY popup is currently showing.
The main purpose of this is to overcome a shortcoming with NetRemote Buttons drawn by
Plugins. These may not be overlaid by the popup frame, but it may be possible to explicitly
hide them based on this variable.

Three callback functions are called at appropriate points in the popup lifecycle.

MyPopup.OnBeforeShow(MyPopup)

MyPopup.OnShow(MyPopup)

MyPopup.OnHide(MyPopup)

These callbacks can be replaced to inject functionality into the process.

Exam ple (con tinued)

Popups.Group1.Popup2.OnShow = function(popup) GetData() end

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\FramePopups.lua

 

6.9 GAC Object

GAC stands for Get Album Covers, but in recent versions it has been extended to be a
general query method for Media Libraries supported by the Mediabridge server via its Plugin.
While GAC operates through Mediabridge Actions and delivers its results in NetRemote
Variables it is complex to use directly. For this reason a Lua object has been provided to
make it easier to use.

Creating and Configuring a GAC Object

Gac = GAC:new(spec)

-- Keys in spec may include the following, plus the Set** parameters.
-- spec.var
-- spec.useGP
Gac:SetRootScheme(rootScheme)

Gac:SetScheme(scheme)

Gac:SetClearOnChange(clearOnChange)

Gac:SetFields(fields)

Gac:SetSort(field)

Gac:SetStart(start)

Gac:SetCount(count)

Gac:SetImageSize(imageSize)

Gac:SetIncludeSubItemCount(includeSubItemCount)
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spec: Table. Can include any of the following keys.

var: String. Default "GAC". The stem name of the NetRemote Variables to fill with
results.

useGP: Number. Default 0. 0 = Use GAC; 1 = GAC Plus. Note that this documentation
covers GAC Plus. GAC is provided for compatibility with old CCF files.

rootScheme: String. Default is the content of MP.AlbumsRoot. This is the start-point for
navigation within the Media Library. Predefined roots for the current media player
are provided in NetRemote Variables MP.AlbumsRoot, MP.ArtistsRoot and MP.
GenresRoot.

scheme: String. Default is the content of MP.AlbumsRoot. This is the current node
whose children will be recovered by the query. Predefined roots as above may be
used.

clearOnChange: Number. Default is 0. 1 = Clear result NR Variables before a new
query. 0 = Not.

fields: String. The information fields to recover, field names separated by commas.

field: String. The field to sort the results by.

start: Number. Default is 0. The index number of the first child to be recovered.

count: Number. Default is 8. The maximum number of children to recover.

imageSize: String. Default is 'N'. N = Do not recover image; S = Small image; M =
Medium image; L = Large image; X = Extra large image.

includeSubItemCount: Number. Default is 0. 1 = Recover the sub-item count. 0 = Not.
Note that setting includeSubItemCount to 1 can slow down retrieval of GAC
information considerably.

Exam ple

mygac = GAC:new{var = 'mygac', useGP = 1}

mygac:SetScheme(NetRemote.GetVariable("MP.ArtistsRoot"))

mygac:SetFields("Album,Album Artist (auto)")

Simple Requests

EnsureLoaded gets the data for the configured query only if it has not already been fetched
since query parameters were last changed. Request gets the data unconditionally.
PageDown and PageUp adjust the start field and refresh the request. JumpToLetter
recovers the page containing the first item whose name begins with the specified letter. 
GoScheme changes the scheme and recovers the first page of the new scheme. GoSearch
changes to a search scheme with the specified search string.

Gac:EnsureLoaded()

Gac:Request()

Gac:PageDown()

Gac:PageUp()

Gac:JumpToLetter(letter)

Gac:GoScheme(scheme)
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Gac:GoSearch(search)

letter: String. The first letter of the name.

scheme: String. The new scheme path.

search: String. The search string.

Result Variables

The query results are presented in a number of NetRemote Variables (NOT Lua variables). In
the following list, strings in italics are placeholders. var is the stem specified when the GAC
object was created, n is the item index running from 0 up to one less than the number of
items returned, and field is one of the fields specified to be returned.

MP.var.RequestInProgress: Toggles between 0 and 1 when a request is processing to

facilitate a progress indicator. Blank when no request is in progress.

MP.var.Total: The maximum number of items specified in the request (count).

MP.var.Start: The starting item specified in the request (start).

MP.var.CurrentPage: The number of the current page of results.

MP.var.ScrollPosition: Variable to control a scroller thumb - 0 for the first page, 1000 for

the last page.

MP.var.Top: The index of the first item in the result set.

MP.var.PageCount: The number of pages required to return the entire set with the current

setting of "count".

MP.var.BlankFileImage: Image variable to use for blank files.

MP.var.FolderImage: Image variable to use for folders containing items.

MP.var.CanOpenParent: 0 if Level is 0, 1 if it is greater.

MP.var.Level: 0 is the top level, 1 the first nested level (i.e. tracks within albums) and so

on.

MP.var.LibraryPath: The library path specified in the query.

MP.var.Items.Length: The number of items returned.

MP.var.Items[n].Type: The type of item. -1 = empty; 0 = folder; 2 = file.

MP.var.Items[n].Image: Image Variable containing the album art (not if imageSize='N').

MP.var.Items[n].Name: The name of the item.

MP.var.Items[n].field: The contents of one of the specified fields.

MP.var.Items[n].SubItemCount: The number of sub-items of the current item. (only if

includeSubItemCount = 1).
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ClearDisplay clears all result Variables.

Gac:ClearDisplay()

Executing Actions

Action executes a specified Action against an indexed item in the result set. ActionAll
executes the specified Action against the parent node. DefaultAction executes the default
Action for a specified node in the result set.

Gac:Action(index, action, param)

Gac:ActionAll(action, param)

Gac:DefaultAction(index)

index: Number. The index number within the result set of the item against which to
execute the Action.

action: String. "ADD", "INSERT", "PLAYNEXT" or "PLAY".

param: Number, Default = -1. The default is to use the parent node. A positive number
specifies an index within the full dataset (not just the current response page).

Tree Navigation

Gac:OpenChild(index, togac)

Gac:OpenParent()

Gac:GetChildPath(index)

scheme = Gac:GetScheme()

yesno = Gac:IsRootScheme()

index: Number. The index of the child item within the result set.

togac: Gac Object. This navigates another initialized GAC object to the specified child in
the current GAC object.

scheme: String. The current scheme path of the Gac object.

yesno: Boolean. True if the current scheme path is the root scheme path. Use to enable or
disable parent navigation button.

Additional Information

GetInformation recovers additional information for the item at the specified index in the
result set.

Gac:GetInformation(index, var [, includefile])

index: Number. The index of the child item within the result set.

var: String. The result will be in NetRemote Variables named MP.var.field. The actual fields
depend on the information available from the selected player.

includefile: Boolean (optional).
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Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\startup\GAC.lua

 

6.10 gip Library

The Generic IP Library provides a toolkit for writing TCP servers and clients in Lua. It is
implemented by the Generic Plugin.

Opening Sockets

Open makes a client connection to a remote server. Listen opens a server connection which
waits for connection requests from a remote client.

Socket = gip.Open(address, port)

Socket = gip.Listen(port)

address: String. IP address or DNS name of remote server.

port: Number. IP port to use.

Registering Callbacks

Callbacks on the Socket object are made when connections are made or broken, when data
is received or when errors occur.

res = Socket:Callback(0) -- Disable callback.

callback(data, code)

res = Socket:Callback(1, bytes, icto, callback)

res = Socket:Callback(2, terminator, timeout, callback)

res = Socket:Callback(4, callback) -- Callback every character

res = Socket:Callback(100, callback) -- Callback at end of connection.

bytes: Number. Callback after thin number of bytes received.

icto: Number (milliseconds). Maximum wait between characters. (icto = Inter Character
TimeOut)

terminator: String. Callback will be made when these bytes have been received.

timeout: Number (milliseconds). Maximum time to wait for for terminator.
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Writing and Polled Reading

Write transmits data over an open socket. Read can be used to get data from the reception
buffer, but this is normally done with a callback.

data, bytes = Socket:Read(bytes)

bytes, err = Socket:Write(data)

bytes: Number. Maximum number of bytes to read or number of bytes read or written.

data: String. Data read or to be written.

Buffer management

Socket:SetBufferSize(size)

Socket:RxClear()

Socket:TxClear()

size: Number. Maximum Buffer Size.
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Close Socket

Close shuts down a connection and deletes the Socket object.

res, err = Socket:Close()

res: nil in case of an error

err: the error message

Utilities

MD5 Digests are often used for client authentication since this is more secure than
transmitting plain-text passwords.

digest = gip.MD5(message)

message: String. The plain-text message string (often a password).

digest: String. MD5 Digest of the message (one-way encrypted).

Example - Client Mode

function callback(data, code)

    if (code == 16384) then

        print("Connection Closed"); return

    end

    if (code == 32768) then

        if (data == 0) then

            print("New Connection")

        else

            print("New Connection Failed: ", data)

        end

        return

    end

    print(p1)

end

c = gip.Open('www.promixis.com', 80)

c:Callback(2, '\r\n', 1000, callback)

c:Write('GET / HTTP/1.0\r\nHost: www.promixis.com\r\n\r\n')

Example - Server Mode

function clientcb(p1, p2)

    if (p2 == 16384) then

        print("Client Connection Closed")

        return

    end

    if (p2 == 32768) then

        if (p1 == 0) then

            print("New Client Connection")

        else

            print("New Client Connection Failed: ", p1)

        end

        return

    end

    print(p1)

end
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function servercb(p1, p2)

    if (p2 == 16384) then

        print("Server Connection Closed")

        return

    end

    if (p2 == 8192) then

        print("New Incoming Connection")

        p1:Callback(2,'\n', 3000, clientcb)

        client = p1

        return

    end

    print(p1)

end

c5 = gip.Listen(12345)

c5:Callback(2, '\r\n', 1000, servercb)

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\plugins\drv_generic.dll

 

6.11 io Library

Standard files

These standard File objects are pre-opened.

File = io.stdin

File = io.stdout

File = io.stderr

General file access

The open method can be used to open any file and interact with it through a File object.

File = io.open(filename, mode)

... = File:read(format1*)

res, err = File:write(text*)

pos = File:seek (ref, offset)

for line in File:lines() do

File:flush ()

File:close ()

filename: (string) Path and name of file to be opened.

mode: (string) "r" - read mode (default); "w" - write mode; "a" - append mode; "r+" -
update mode, previous data preserved; "w+" - update mode, previous data erased;
"a+" - append update mode (only allows writing at end of file). Plus "b" may be added to
specify binary mode.

format: (string or number) If a string, one return value per format. "*n" reads a number;
"*a" reads the remainder of the file into a string; "*l" reads the next line into a string. If
a number, reads up to that number of characters to a string.

text: (string) The text to write to the file.
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ref: (string) "set", "cur" or "end", default is "cur". offset is from beginning ("set") the
current position or the end of the file.

offset: (number) Position in file relative to ref. Default is 0 so seek() just gets the current
position.

pos: (number) Position in file in bytes from the start of the file. Beginning of file is pos = 0.

line: (string) Variable to hold a line from the file

Line iterator

for line in io.lines(filename) do

filename: (string) Path and filename for file to be iterated.

line: (string) Variable to hold a line from the file

Default files

This represents an alternative system to General file access. input opens the default input
file, output opens the default output file. read is equivalent to io.input():read(), write is
equivalent to io.output():write(), flush is equivalent to io.output():flush(). close is equivalent
to io.output():close() by default.

File = io.input(file)

File = io.output(file)

... = io.read(format1*)

res, err = io.write(text*)

io.flush()
io.close(file)

file: (string or userdata) Filename or previously opened file handle.

Temporary files

Returns a handle for a temporary file, opened in update mode. Automatically removed when
the program ends.

File = io.tmpfile()

Checking file handles

type = io.type(File)

type: (string) "file" if an open file handle, "closed file" if a closed file handle, and nil if not a
file handle.

Source: Lua Standard Library.
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6.12 ListManager Library

ListManager objects work with Child Loops on Pages to provide a scrollable list of items.

Any script using this object should have the following statement first.

require("ListManager")

To set this up, invent a unique name for the system or buttons - prefix will be used as a
placeholder in this description. Create a frame with this name (referred to as the outer frame
). Create another frame contained within the outer frame (the inner frame). Within this inner
frame create a Button and set its Child Loop parameters to create the desired number of
repeats. Call the repeating Button {prefix_<LoopIndex>} (note the curly braces - the
ListManager creates these NR Variables and then assigns names from the list to them).

Add two further buttons to the outer frame and call them Prev and Next. These buttons will
scroll the child loop Buttons up and down the list. All of the buttons must be set to generate
the Lua Event action (from the Lua group of the NRBasic plugin) with the LUAFunction
parameter set to "LMAuto".

In the Lua file attached to the CCF, create the ListManager and store it in a global variable.

Manager = ListManager:New(prefix, childcount, entrylist [, extras])

Manager: (object) Variable holding the object reference.

prefix: (string) used to create various variables - see below.

childcount: (number) The number of Buttons in the child loop.

entrylist: (table) Numerically keyed table of strings which will be displayed on the
Buttons. Alternately, this table can contain a numerically keyed table of tables. The inner
tables must have an entry keyed "name" or "Name" with the value being the string
name. This form allows additional data to be supplied to a callback function (see later).

extras: (table, optional) Anything in this optional table gets merged into the ListManager
object. It can be used to supply callback functions and data for use in callbacks (see
later).

This function also creates a number of NetRemote variables as follows.

prefix_1 .. prefix_n: One variable is created per button in the child loop which is the
current name of the button taken from the entrylist.

prefix_Selection: This is set to to the (numeric) value of the LoopIndex of the last button
pressed. It can be used in the button's SelectedState rule in the form prefix_Selection is
<LoopIndex>.

prefix_Pos: This is the offset in the entrylist of the item showing in the first button.
Changing this variable moves the scroll position and moving the scroll position using the
buttons changes this variable. This variable can be hooked to an NRBasic Slider Thumb
component to provide a visual scroller as an alternative to the buttons.

prefix_HasPrev: Set to "0" if the first button is showing the first item in the entrylist, else
set to "1". This is useful in the SelectedState rule of the Prev button to disable it when it
will have no effect.

prefix_HasNext: Set to "0" if the last button is showing the last item in the entrylist, else
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set to "1". This is useful in the SelectedState rule of the Next button to disable it when it
will have no effect.

prefix_1.Visible .. prefix_n.Visible: One variable is created per button in the child
loop. This is "1" if that button has an associated entrylist item, else "0". This is useful in
the SelectedState rule of the child loop button to hide instances which are not needed
because there are fewer items left in the entrylist than there are buttons.

Example

In this example, a list of available TV channels is created and then an array of buttons is used
to provide channel selectors. There are likely to be more channels than buttons, so the
buttons show a movable sub-set of the channels.

Put the following Lua code in the Lua file attached to the CCF.

require("ListManager")

local channels = {"BBC1", "BBC2", "BBC3", "BBC4", "ITV1", "ITV2", "ITV3", "ITV4", "C4",

"More4", "E4", "Film4", "five", "five US", "five Life", "Sky3", "ABC1", "UKTV History"}

ChannelManager = ListManager:New("channel", 5, channels)

In NetRemote Designer, create a frame named channel and inside this another frame. In the
inner frame, create a button called {channel_<LoopIndex>} and give it the Lua Event
(LMAuto) action in its Action List. For the Inner Frame, set the Child Loop parameters #Y to 5
and Start to 1.

In the channel (outer) frame, create two more buttons and name them Prev and Next. Give
both buttons the Lua Event(LMAuto) action. The buttons must have these names, but if you
want them to show different text, you can un-tick Show Name and overlay the button with a
frame named with the text you want. Or you can assign arrow graphics as button images, for
example.

To transmit a specific IR command for each channel, open the action list for the Child Loop
button and add actions after the Lua Event(LMAuto) action. You will need a sequence of
action pairs, one pair for each channel. The first action should be Skip the next action if the
specified variable does not equal the value (from NRBasic) with the VARNAME set to
channel_<LoopIndex> and the VALUE set to one of the channel names, for example BBC1. The
second action would be an Infrared action programmed to set that channel.

Advanced Features

Two additional special buttons, used similarly to Prev and Next are provided to enable
reordering of the entrylist. (Remember that all managed buttons must have Lua Event
(LMAuto) in their Action List.)

MoveUp: Pressing a button with this name moves the selected entry above the preceding
entry (if possible) and then resets the buttons accordingly.

MoveDown: Pressing a button with this name moves the selected entry below the
succeeding entry (if possible) and then resets the buttons accordingly.

The ListManager has a set of defined callbacks which can be used to hook Lua functions in at
various stages. You can create these functions in the ListManager object (recall that Objects
are implemented as Tables in Lua) returned by the New method. Alternately, you can create
the functions in a table and then pass that table as the extras parameter to New. The
following functions will be called if they have been defined.

OnPressed(Manager, loopindex): Called when one of the child loop buttons is pressed.
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OnSelected(Manager, loopindex): Called after OnPressed when one of the child loop

buttons is pressed if that button is not already the selected button.

OnGetText(Manager, entry): If this is defined it is called to obtain the entry name rather

than recovering it directly from the entrylist. If this method is used, an entrylist table
must still be passed, but the individual entries can be of any form including a table. The
individual entry is extracted from the entrylist and passed back to this callback, which
must them return a string to be used as the entry name.

OnPaint(Manager, entry, loopindex): This is called whenever the entrylist item

represented by a button changes. It can be used to produce a more complex button
rendering, for example if the button has its own child buttons or frames.

OnRefreshed(Manager): This is called whenever all the buttons have been changed

following a change to the scroll position.

OnGetItemCount(Manager): If this and the next function are defined, providing an entrylist

when the ListManager is created becomes unnecessary. This function must return a
number greater than 0 being the number of entries in the "virtual" entrylist.

OnGetItem(Manager, entryindex): Provided with the previous function, this function must

return the actual entry for an entryindex being 1 .. the number returned by
OnGetItemCount. As for a "real" entrylist, the return can be a string or a table
containing a string keyed "name" or "Name". If used with OnGetText or OnPaint the
return may be of any type and it will just be passed straight through to those callbacks.

The ListManager object supports a number of public methods which may be used in callbacks
or in other Lua programming.

entryindex = Manager:RealIndex(loopindex)

item = Manager:GetItem(entryindex)

Manager:SelectIndex(loopindex)

ok = Manager:MoveSelectedUp()

ok = Manager:MoveSelectedDown()

ok = Manager:CopySelection(TargetListManager)

ok = Manager:RemoveSelection()

Manager:UpdateEntries(entries)

Manager:Destroy()

entryindex: (Number) The index of an item in the entrylist.

Manager: (Object) A ListManager object as returned by ListManager:New.

loopindex: (Number) The index of a button in the child loop.

item: (String or Table) An item from the entrylist (see above for format options).

ok: (Number (1) or Null) 1 if the function succeeded.

TargetListManager: (Object) A ListManager object as returned by ListManager:New to
which the selected item should be copied.

entries: (Table) A new entrylist. See above for format options.
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Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\ListManager.lua

 

6.13 math Library

The math table is a standard Lua library.

Trigonometric functions

Except for input to math.rad, and result of math.deg, all angles are radians.

v = math.pi

v = math.cos(a)   a = math.acos(v)

v = math.sin(a)   a = math.asin(v)

v = math.tan(a)   a = math.atan(v)

a = math.rad(a)   a = math.deg(a)

a = math.atan2(a1, a2) -- atan(a1 / a2)

Numerical functions

mantissa is a floating point number. exponent is a negative or positive integer power of 10.

v = math.abs(v)

mantissa, exponent = math.frexp(v)

v = math.ldexp(mantissa, exponent)

v = math.mod(v1, v2) --remainder(v1/v2)

v = math.pow(v1, v2) --v1^v2 also global __pow

v = math.log(v)   

v = math.log10(v)

v = math.exp(v)   

v = math.sqrt(v)

v = math.floor(v)    --largest integer < v

v = math.ceil(v)     --smallest integer > v

List functions

Selects the maximum or minimum element from a list of elements.

v = math.max(v*)

v = math.min(v*)

Random number generator

Generates pseudo-random numbers in specified ranges. math.randomseed is not normally
needed, but the random numbers produced will be the same sequence if the same seed is
set twice.

math.randomseed(seed)

math.random()         -- Range 0 to 1
math.random(max)      -- Range 1 to max

math.random(min, max) -- Range min to max

Bitwise operations

These are NetRemote additions. All parameters are Number type containing a positive integer
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up to 32 bits long.

r = math.band(a, b)    -- Bitwise And

r = math.bor(a, b)     -- Bitwise Inclusive Or

r = math.bxor(a, b)    -- Bitwise Exclusive Or

r = math.bnot(a)       -- Bitwise Not (Inversion)

r = math.bshiftl(a, b) -- Shift bits in a left by b bits.

r = math.bshiftr(a, b) -- Shift bits in a right by b bits.

r = math.bmod(a, b)    -- Calculate a mod b

Extra NetRemote additions

r = math.round(a)  -- Round a to the nearest integer

Source: Lua Standard Library.

 

6.14 NetRemote Library

GetVariable, SetVariable, SetImageVariable,
RegisterVariableWatch, UnregisterVariableWatch

Allows creation, access and monitoring NetRemote Variables from Lua. Many NetRemote
variables are created by the NetRemote core and more are added by Plugins and by standard
features such as the GAC. SetVariable will create a variable if it does not already exist,
allowing Lua code to create new variables. Note that NetRemote variables are distinct from,
and exist in a different namespace to, Lua variables. NetRemote variables are of type string
or image. The NetRemote namespace is flat, however the period character is allowed in
variable names, so a pseudo-hierarchy can be created. This should not be taken to imply a
system of nested tables similar to Lua however.

Watchers can be created for any NetRemote variable. These cause Lua functions to be
executed, or Plugins to be notified, whenever the NetRemote variable changes value. A
reference should be held to the Watcher and the Lua code must either execute the 
Unregister method, or call UnregisterVariableWatch passing the reference (these two
actions are completely equivalent) before the reference is nulled or goes out of scope. The 
Enable and Disable methods can be used to temporarily control the notification action.

val = NetRemote.GetVariable(name)

NetRemote.SetVariable(name, val)

NetRemote.SetImageVariable(name, mime, data)

Watcher = NetRemote.RegisterVariableWatch(name, funcOrPlugin [, ifnotnull])

NetRemote.UnregisterVariableWatch(Watcher)

Watcher:Unregister()

Watcher:Enable()

Watcher:Disable()

name: String. Name of NetRemote Variable.

val: String. Value of NetRemote Variable, empty string if name does not exist.

mime: String. "image/jpg", "image/gif", "image/png" or "image/bmp". May pass an empty
string if data is empty.
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data: String. Contains the bytes making up the content of the image file in the stated
format. Pass an empty string to remove an image.

funcOrPlugin: Function or Plugin. The Lua function that is called whenever the variable
changes, or a Plugin Object (see below) representing a plugin which is to be notified
when the variable changes.

ifnotnull: Boolean. If true, the function is only called if the variable is set to a new value.

Watcher: Object. Variable Watcher object that provides access to the following methods.

GetPersistentVariable, SetPersistentVariable

Access NetRemote Variables stored in the system registry.

val = NetRemote.GetPersistentVariable(name)

NetRemote.SetPersistentVariable(name, val)

name: String. Name of Variable.

val: String. Value of Variable. Get returns nil if the name does not exist.

PageGroup Object

Provides access to the structure of CCF file Page Groups (sometimes called Devices) from Lua.

PageGroup = NetRemote.GetCurrentPageGroup()

name = PageGroup.GetName()

PageGroup: Object. PageGroup object used to access the remaining functions.

name: String. Name of the Page Group.

Page Object

Provides access to the structure of CCF file Pages from Lua.

Page = NetRemote.GetCurrentPage()

name = Page:GetName()

w, h = Page:GetSize()

elements = Page:GetElements()

elements = Page:GetChildren()

PageGroup = Page:GetPageGroup()

Element = Page:GetElementByName(name)

Element = Page:GetElementByPath(path [,unbound])

Page: Object. Page object used to access the remaining functions.

name: String. The name of the Page or of the Element.

w: Number. Width of the Page in pixels.

h: Number. Height of the Page in pixels.
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elements: Table. Table of Element objects, indexed by ID.

PageGroup: Object. PageGroup object (see above) to which this page belongs.

Element: Object. Element object (see below) representing an element on this Page.

path: string. The path to an element

unbound: boolean, optional. Treat the path as an unbound path e.g. containing <^> or
<name> references

Element Object

Provides control of Buttons and Frames on the current page from Lua.

Element = NetRemote.GetElementByName(name)

Element = NetRemote.GetElementByPath(path [, unbound])

Element = Element:GetParent()

elements = Element:GetChildren()

name = Element:GetName()

name = Element:GetUnboundName()

path = Element:GetPath()

path = Element:GetUnboundPath()

id = Element:GetIDTag()

type, typename = Element:GetType()

x, y = Element:GetPosition([abs])

Element:SetPosition(x, y [, abs])

w, h = Element:GetSize()

x, y, w, h = Element:GetBounds()

showing = Element:IsShowing()

Element:Show()

Element:Hide()

Element:BringToFront()

Element:BringForward()

Element:SendToBack()

Element:SendBackward()

ok = Element:SetState(state)

state = Element:GetState()

substate = Element:GetSubState()

Scheme = Element:GetScheme()

Element:UpdateState() -- force a state update

Element:Repaint() -- force a repaint

ok = Element:ButtonDown([show])

ok = Element:ButtonUp([show])

ok = Element:SaveElementBackground(filename)
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Element:SetScale(scale)

Element: Object. Element object. GetElementByName returns nil if the element is not
found.

elements: Table. Table of Element objects, indexed by ID.

name: String. Element Name (exactly as shown in the Properties box).

type: Number. Indicates if element is frame or button.

typename: String. "frame" or "button".

abs: Boolean (optional). If true, position is absolute position on panel; if false or absent
position is relative to the parent element.

x: Number. Horizontal position of Top Left corner of element.

y: Number. Vertical position of Top Left corner of element.

w: Number. Width of element in pixels.

h: Number. Height of element in pixels.

showing: Boolean. True if element is showing.

state: Number. The state of the element, 0 for default state, 1 for any additional state.

substate: Number. The sub-state of a button, 0 for Button Up/Released, 1 for Button
Down/Pressed.

show: Boolean (optional). If true, the button state is changed as if the button was pressed
or released by the stylus. If false or absent, the button actions are executed, but there
is no visible state change.

ok: Boolean. True if the operation succeeds, else false.

filename: String. File to save the element background to.

path: string. The path to an element

unbound: boolean, optional. Treat the path as an unbound path e.g. containing <^> or
<name> references

Exam ple.

local ele = NetRemote.GetElementByName("myelement")

local x, y = ele:GetPosition()

Deprecated Element Functions

Non-object equivalents of the Element object methods are provided for backward
compatibility. SetElementState, SetElementPosition, GetElementPosition,
GetElementParent, GetElementSize, HideElement, ShowElement, IsElementShowing,
ButtonDown and ButtonUp work the same as the like-named Element object methods except
that they take the element handle as an additional first parameter. They are called as normal
functions on the NetRemote table, for example.
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local ele = NetRemote.GetElementByName("myelement")

local x, y = NetRemote.GetElementPosition(ele)

Timer object, Sleep

Timer objects execute a given Lua function at regular intervals. Sleep causes a delay of up to
2 seconds in script execution.

timerfunc = function(Timer)

Timer = NetRemote.SetTimer(delay, timerfunc)

id = Timer:GetID()

Timer:KillTimer()

NetRemote.KillTimer(Timer) -- Deprecated syntax for compatibility.

NetRemote.Sleep(delay)

Timer: Object. SetTimer may return nil if timer cannot be created.

delay: Number. Interval in milliseconds. For Sleep, maximum is 1999.

id: Number. Unique ID number representing the timer.

GoHome, GoDevice, GoMacro, GoBack

Changes the currently active page to one of the pages of the HOME or MACRO page group or
another page group (GoDevice), or the page previously displayed (GoBack).

NetRemote.GoHome(page)

NetRemote.GoDevice(pagegroup, page)

NetRemote.GoMacro(pagegroup, page)

NetRemote.GoBack()

page: String. The name of the page (panel) to go to.

pagegroup: String. The name of the pagegroup (device) containing the page.

Plugin and Instance objects

Provides an "object model" for working with plugins and instances.

plugins = NetRemote.GetPlugins()

Plugin = NetRemote.GetPlugin(name)

name = Plugin:GetName()

id = Plugin:GetID()

instances = Plugin:GetInstances()

Instance = Plugin:GetInstance(name)

Instance = Plugin:GetCurrentInstance()

name = Instance:GetName()

id = Instance:GetID()

current = Instance:IsCurrent()

success = Instance:SetCurrent()

success = Instance:ExecuteAction(actionid1, actionid2, params, callno)

plugins: Table. Table containing a Plugin object for each plugin indexed by the plugin ID.
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Plugin: Object. Represents a plugin.

name: String. The name of a plugin or an instance.

id: Number. The ID number of a plugin or an instance.

instances: Table. Table containing an Instance object for each instance of the plugin.

Instance: Object. Represents an instance of a plugin.

current: Boolean. True if the instance is the current instance of the plugin.

actionid1: Number. The first part of the Action ID.

actionid2: Number. The second part of the Action ID.

params: String. The parameter string ("Compiled Action String")

callno: Number. Call Number (rarely used - set to 0)

success: Boolean. True if action was successfully executed.

Exam ple:

function ShowLoadedPluginInfo()

    local msg, bval = "", ""

    local plugins = NetRemote.GetPlugins()

    table.foreach(plugins,

        function(id,plugin)

            msg = msg .. plugin:GetName()..'('..id..')\n'

            local instances = plugin:GetInstances()

            table.foreach(instances,

                function(id,instance)

                    if (instance:IsCurrent()) then

                        bval = ' (Current)'

                    else

                        bval = ''

                    end;

                    msg = msg..'  '..'Instance '..id..'='..instance:GetName()..bval..'\n'

                end

            )

            msg = msg .. '\n'

        end

   )

   NetRemote.MessageBox(msg,'Plugin Information')

end

SetPluginInstance, NextPluginInstance, PreviousPluginInstance,
ExecuteAction

Alternative, older, methods for working with plugins and instances.

ok = NetRemote.SetPluginInstance(pluginid, instanceid)

ok = NetRemote.SetPluginInstance(pluginid, instancename)

NetRemote.NextPluginInstance(pluginid)

NetRemote.PreviousPluginInstance(pluginid)

success = NetRemote.ExecuteAction(pluginid], actionid1, actionid2,
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            params [, callno])

pluginid: Number. The ID number of the plugin (for example, -10 for Mediabridge).

instanceid: Number. The ID number of the plugin instance (see Plugins options).

instancename: String. The Host Name for the plugin instance.

ok: Boolean. True if the specified instance exists.

actionid1: Number. The first part of the Action ID.

actionid2: Number. The second part of the Action ID.

params: String. The parameter string ("Compiled Action String").

callno: Number (Optional). Call Number.

success: Boolean. True if action was successfully executed.

Screen Object

Provides control over the Pocket PC display screen. Note that these may not work
consistently on all PPC models and experimentation will be required to establish brightness
level codes.

Screen = NetRemote.GetScreen()

Screen:SetScreenPower(on)

on = Screen:GetScreenPower()

Screen:SetBrightness(level)

level = Screen:GetBrightness()

Screen:SetScreenBacklight(on)

Screen: Object. Screen object for access to the following functions.

on: Boolean. True for "on" false for "off".

level: Number. Brightness level.

Network Object

Provides control over the Pocket PC Wireless Network Adapter.

Network = NetRemote.GetNetwork()

Network:SetWirelessPower(on)

Network: Object. Network object for access to the following functions.

on: Boolean. True for On, false for Off.

GetWindowPosition, SetWindowPosition, GetWindowSize

Provides information about and control over the window of the NetRemote Client.

x, y = NetRemote.GetWindowPosition()
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NetRemote.SetWindowPosition(x, y)

w, h = NetRemote.GetWindowSize()

x: Number. X Position of window Top Left-hand corner.

y: Number. Y Position of window Top Left-hand corner.

w: Number. Width of window in pixels.

h: Height. Height of window in pixels.

CreateInstance

Creates a new instance of the NetRemote client.

NetRemote.CreateInstance(descriptor)

The descriptor parameter is a Table with any of the following keys.

['profile']: String. Profile name for the instance's persistent data.

['x'], ['y']: Number. Initial position on the screen of the window.

['instance']: Number. The instance number of the client.

['ccf']: String. Path and filename of the ccf file to load. Uses the calling instance's file if
not specified.

MessageBox

Shows a message dialog.

NetRemote.MessageBox(message)

message: String. The message to be displayed in the dialog.

SetDefaultImagePath, GetDefaultImagePath

The DefaultImagePath is the name and path of an image file which will be shown as Album Art
if Mediabridge does not provide a specific image.

NetRemote.SetDefaultImagePath(path)

path = NetRemote.GetDefaultImagePath()

path: String. The file path to the default image file.

RegisterEvent, UnregisterEvent

Register a Lua function which will be called whenever the specified NetRemote event occurs.

id = RegisterEvent(EVENT, func)

UnregisterEvent(EVENT, id)

event: Number. Event key (see below).
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func: Function. The function to be called when the event occurs.

id: Number. A handle for the event registration to enable it to be unregistered later.

The following numeric constants represent the available events.

Events.CCFLoaded: When a new CCF is loaded.

Events.CCFUnloaded: When the current CCF is about to be unloaded.

Events.COMRegistered: When the COM sub-system has been registered.

Events.COMUnregistered: When the COM sub-system is about to be unloaded.

Events.PageLoaded: When a new page has been loaded from the CCF.

Events.PageLoading: Just before a new page is displayed (can be used to modify the
layout).

Deprecated Callbacks

In previous NetRemote versions, a single callback function was available for each of these
events using a reserved function name. EventsCompat.lua is provided to map these functions
to the new method outlined above. The reserved callback function names are OnCCFLoad,
OnVariableChange, OnPanelLoad, OnComRegister, OnComUnregister.

Source: NetRemote Core.

 

6.15 os Library

Time and date

secs = os.clock()       -- Since program start

secs = os.time()        -- Current time

secs = os.time(tdtab) -- From multi-part date/time

secs = os.difftime(secs2, secs1) -- secs2 - secs1

res = os.date(format, secs)

secs: (number) Number of seconds (since program start or an epoch).

tdtab: (table) Keys are "year" (four digits), "month" (1-12), "day" (1-31), "hour" (0-23),
"min" (0-59), "sec" (0-61), "wday" (weekday, Sunday is 1), "yday" (day of the year), and
"isdst" (daylight saving flag, a boolean).

format: (string) Starts with "!" for UTC. "*t" returns a tdtab. Else uses C strftime
formatters, defaulting to "%c".

Set locale

name = os.setlocale(name [, category])
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name: (string) The identifier of the locale to set. Returns nil if unavailable.

category: (string, optional) "all" (default), "collate", "ctype", "monetary", "numeric", or
"time"

Run and stop processes

value = os.getenv(name)

status = os.execute(command)

os.exit([code])

name: (string) Name of a process environment variable.

value: (string) Value of the process environment variable or nil if it does not exist.

command: (string) Command to be executed by the OS shell.

status: (number) Status code returned by the OS shell.

code: (number, optional) Status code to be returned when the Client process exits.
Default is the "success" status code.

File system functions

Care is required with os.tmpname since it does not open the file, another process may grab it
before it can be opened. Suggest io.tmpfile instead.

res, err = os.remove(filename)

res, err = os.rename(filename, newname)

filename = os.tmpname()

filename: (string) The name and path of the file. As a return, may be nil.

newname: (string) The new name of the file.

Source: Lua Standard Library.

 

6.16 socket Library

The LuaSocket library provides low-level Internet Protocol access and protocol support for
DNS, FTP, HTTP, LTN12, MIME, SMTP, TCP and UDP along with some helper functions for
building URLs. The library is not installed by default. Any script which uses it should have a
require statement.

require("socket")       -- Includes TCP, UDP and DNS

require("socket.ftp")

require("socket.http")

require("socket.smtp")

For detailed documentation, refer to this website:

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~diego/professional/luasocket/reference.html.
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Source: {NR.InstallDir}\lua\socket.lua.

 

6.17 Stack Object

The stack object provides a data structure which operates as a last-in-first-out (LIFO) queue.
Think about the difference between an escalator and an elevator - a LIFO is like an elevator,
you get there earliest if you arrive latest.

Any script using this object should have the following statement first.

require("Stacks")

Creating a Stack

MyStack = Stack:New(name)

name: String (optional). A name which is used in error notifications.

Storage and Recovery

Push puts an item (which may be of any type) onto the stack. Pop removes the last item
pushed onto the stack and returns it. Top returns the last item and leaves it on the stack.

MyStack:Push(item)

item = MyStack:Pop()

item = MyStack:Top()

Information

Count returns the number of items on the stack. IsEmpty returns true if there are no items
on the stack.

n = MyStack:Count()

res = MyStack:IsEmpty()

Exam ple

local mystack = Stack:New()

mystack:Push("First On")

mystack:Push(2)

mystack:Push("Third On")

print(mystack:Pop())     -- "Third On"

print(mystack:Count())   -- 2

print(mystack:Top())     -- 2

print(mystack:Pop())     -- 2

print(mystack:Pop())     -- "First On"

print(mystack:IsEmpty()) -- true

Source: {NR.InstallDir}\luascript\Stacks.lua
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6.18 string Library

The string table is a standard Lua library.

Indexing strings

The first character in a Lua string is at index 1 (not at 0). The last character is at index string.
len(s). Negative indices may be used to index the string from the end, -1 being the last
character and -string.len(s) being the first.

byte returns the code of the character at an index. Lua can store any byte including zero in a
string which may thus be used as an efficient byte array. sub returns a substring from a
string specified by a starting and ending index.

length = string.len(str)

code = string.byte(str, index)

str = string.sub(str, start, end)

length: (number) Length of the string in bytes.

code: (number) Byte code at a particular index.

start: (number) Index of first character to be extracted.

end: (number, optional) Index of last character. Defaults to -1, the last character in the
string.

Creating strings

format creates a string by substituting any number of Lua values into a format string using
conversion tokens. char forms a string from a list of bytes. rep forms a string by repeating a
source string (often a single character) a given number of times. dump creates a string
containing the byte codes of a Lua function.

str = string.format(format, param*)

str = string.char(byte*)

str = string.rep(str, copies)

str = string.dump(function)

format: (string) "%q" formats a string with quote marks and a line feed at the end,
suitable to be read by the Lua interpreter. "%s" includes a string parameter, which must
not include embedded zeros, as is. The tokens %c, %d, %E, %e, %f, %g, %G, %i, %o,
%u, %X, and %x all include number arguments formatted according to C rules. Width
specifiers may be included as in "%4g".

byte: (number) An integer 0-255 forms a single character in the string.

copies: (number) The number of copies of the source string forming the output string.

function: (function) The Lua function to be dumped, which must not have upvalues.

param: one of several parameters
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Case conversion

Returns a copy of a string with all upper case letters changed to lower case, or lower case to
upper case, according to the current locale.

str = string.lower(str)

str = string.upper(str)

Pattern matching

find returns the position of the first substring matching the pattern and any capture strings.
gfind is an iterator which produces either the captures (up to nine) in each match or (if there
are no captures specified in the pattern) the full matching string. gsub replaces matches in a
string with new strings.

start, end, cap* = string.find(str, pattern [, start [, plain]])

for cap* in string.gfind(str, pattern) do

str, subs = string.gsub(str, pattern, replace [, max])

str: (string) Original or processed string. As a return, may be nil on error.

pattern: (string) Pattern to be matched (see below).

start: (number) Index of first character matched or to be considered. Optional in find and
defaults to 1.

end: (number) Index of last character in match.

plain: (number, optional) If 1, turns off pattern tokens and interprets pattern literally.

cap: (string) Up to nine parameters being the capture strings. In gfind, will be a single
string with the entire match if no captures are specified.

replace: (string, function) If a string, it replaces each occurrence of the matching string. It
may contain instances of the special token "%n" where n is a capture number 1 to 9. If a
function, that function is called on each match with up to nine capture strings. It should
return a replacement string or nil to replace with the empty string.

max: (number, optional) Specifies the maximum number of replacements to make (default
is no limit).

Patterns

A pattern is a sequence of ordinary characters and "magic sequences". A magic sequence
begins with a character from the set [$()%.[]*+-?].

Character match tokens.

A character matches itself except under the influence of a "magic character". Use %x to
match a magic character literally (for example, %$. A pattern cannot contain embedded zeros
(use %z).

Character classes match any one character in the class.

Pat Matches Pat Matches

%a letters %s space characters
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%c control characters %u upper case letters

%d digits %w alphanumeric
characters

%l lower case letters %x hexadecimal digits

%p punctuation
characters

%z character with
representation 0

For all single letter classes (%a, %c, etc.), the corresponding upper-case letter matches any
character not in the class. The definitions of letter, space, etc. depend on the current locale.

A dot (.) is a wildcard, which matches any single character.

A class may be explicitly defined by enclosing characters, character classes or character
ranges separated by dash (-) in square brackets. The compliment set may be defined by
including ^ after the opening bracket. For example, "[%a%.]" matches any letter or a full
stop; "[AB]" matches any character except A or B.

The ^ magic character matches an imaginary character before the start of the string and the
$ character matches an imaginary character after the end of the string. These may be
thought of as anchoring a pattern to the start or end of the string.

Repetitions.

Any character match token may be followed by a magic character specifying repetition.

* 0 or more repetitions, longest possible sequence.

+ 1 or more repetitions, longest possible sequence.

- 0 or more repetitions, shortest possible sequence.

? 0 or 1 occurrence.

The sequence "%bxy" matches a balanced sequence of characters starting with character x
and ending with character y. For example "%b()" matches the whole of "(x+y*(z/p)*i)" NOT
"(x+y*(z/p)" because of the requirement to be balanced.

Captures.

Sub-patterns enclosed in parentheses describe captures. When a match succeeds, the
substrings of the subject string that match captures are stored (captured). Captures are
numbered according to their left parentheses, starting from 1. The empty capture "()"
captures the current string position (a number).

These captures may be used to match later characters in the string being analyzed. The
magic sequence %n matches a substring equal to the n-th captured string, for n between 1
and 9.

Source: Lua Standard Library.
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6.19 table Library

The table Library is standard Lua.

Table as list or array

A table can simulate a list or array using consecutive integer keys from 1 up. getn determines
the size of a list using the following methods.

1.Look for a field keyed "n" with a numeric value.
2.Look for an internal size field which is set by setn.
3.As a last resort, find the largest contiguous integer key.

setn records a size internally and also updates field keyed "n" if it is present.

size = table.getn(table)

table.setn(table, size)

insert inserts an element at an index position in a list, increasing the keys of other elements
as necessary to make space. remove deletes an element closing up the keys of other
elements as necessary. Both adjust the table size with setn.

table.insert(table, pos, value)

table.remove(table, pos)

pos: (number or nil): The index of the element after insertion or before removal. Can be nil
for insert to specify insert at end of the list (append).

value: The value of the element to be inserted.

A list table may be sorted by the value of the elements. This changes the numeric keys of the
elements to reflect the sort order of their values.

table.sort(table [, comp])

comp: (function, optional) If not specified, the operator < is used to compare values,
including any defined metamethods. If specified, must take two values and return true
when the first is less than the second.

A list table may be processed in order using foreachi which executes a given function on each
element.

ret = table.foreachi(table, func)

func: (function} Receives the key and the value of an element. Return nil to continue
iterating or any other value to terminate and return this as ret.

ret: nil if the iteration completes, otherwise the value returned by func.

A list may be converted to a string with an optional separator.

string = table.concat(table [, sep [, start [, end ]]])

sep: (string, optional) String to concatenate between elements. Default is empty.

start: (number, optional) Index of first element to use (default = 1).
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end: (number, optional) Index of last element to use (default = -1).

General table iteration

Any table may be processed in undefined order using foreach which executes a given
function on each element.

ret = table.foreach(table, func)

func: (function} Receives the key and the value of an element. Return nil to continue
iterating or any other value to terminate and return this as ret.

ret: nil if the iteration completes, otherwise the value returned by func.

NetRemote extensions

NetRemote provides a number of extensions to the standard Lua table library

table.findvalue

findvalue looks for a value among all the stored values in a table, and returns the key that
corresponds to that value or nil if it isn't found.

ret = table.findvalue(table, value)

table: table. The table to search

value: any. The value to search for

ret: the key that corresponds to value or nil if value is not present

table.indexvalues

indexvalues takes a table and returns another table with all the values as keys e.g. given a
table
{'a', 'b'} it would return a table {'a', 'b', a=1, b=2}.  This is handy for doing two-way
lookup.

table = table.indexvalues(tbl)

tbl: table. The table to index

table.newarray

Array = table.newarray([values])

values: table, optional. Creates an array with an __add metamethod which allows you to
add a table or any other value to the array

Usage exam ple:

myArray = table.newarray({1, 2, 3, 5})

array2 = myArray + 7
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This results in a new array array2 of the form {1, 2, 3, 5, 7}

Source: Lua Standard Library.

 

6.20 thread Library

The functions in this table provide support for preemptive multitasking of Lua scripts. Further
details of this implementation can be found here: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~diego/
professional/luathread/home.html.

Thread object

The newthread function creates a thread object and runs the supplied function on it using
the given parameters. newthread returns immediately leaving the function running in parallel
on the new thread. When the function exits, the thread ceases to exist.

thread.newthread(function, parameters)

function: Function to be run on the thread. This may have any number and type of
parameters. Any return values will be ignored.

parameters: Table of the parameters to function keyed by numeric indexes based at 1.
Note that these are unpacked and the function is called normally, not with a list
parameter.

Exam ple:

function DoWork(name, interval)

    repeat print(name); win.Sleep(interval) until gir.IsLuaExiting()

end

thread.newthread(DoWork, {"Thread1", 5000})

thread.newthread(DoWork, {"Thread2", 8000})

-- Reset Lua Scripting Engine to stop these threads.

Mutex object

A mutex guards shared resources (usually shared variables) from simultaneous access by
more than one thread. The mutex is owned by one and only one thread at a time. The lock
method is used by a thread to apply for the mutex. If the mutex is unowned, lock returns
immediately, otherwise it blocks the thread until the mutex becomes available. In either case,
when lock returns, the thread owns the mutex. unlock relinquishes ownership of the mutex
allowing another thread to acquire it. For efficiency, threads should minimize the time spent
holding the mutex, if necessary by making private copies of variables. It is good practice to
keep related shared variables in a table and to store the protecting mutex in the same table.

Mutex = thread.newmutex()

Mutex:lock()

Mutex:unlock()

Partial Exam ple:

share = {
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    mutex = thread.newmutex()

    -- Shared variables

}

-- A thread accesses the shared variables:

share.mutex:lock()

-- Access the shared variables

share.mutex:unlock()

Cond object

A condition object (cond) provides a way for a boss thread to signal one or more worker
threads that it's time to wake up and do some work. The worker thread calls the wait
method on the cond when it has no more work to do. This blocks the worker thread. The
boss thread calls the signal method or the broadcast method to unblock the worker. A boss
may control several workers in which case signal wakes one up at random while broadcast
wakes them all up. The implementation of cond requires a mutex as well and a thread must
hold the mutex before calling any of the cond methods. While the worker is blocked on a
wait, the mutex is automatically released, but when the worker comes out of wait it will
again own the mutex and should unlock it as soon as possible.

Cond = thread.newcond()

Cond:wait(Mutex)

Cond:signal()

Cond:broadcast()

Partial Exam ple:

workpak = {

    cond = thread.newcond(),

    mutex = thread.newmutex()

    -- Shared variables

}

-- A worker thread waits for work:

workpak.mutex:lock()

workpak.cond:wait(workpak.mutex)

-- Read shared variables

workpak.mutex:unlock()

-- A boss thread hands out work:

workpak.mutex:lock()

-- Write shared variables

workpak.cond:signal() -- Work for any worker

-- workpak.cond:broadcast() -- Work for all workers

workpak.mutex:unlock()

Source: NetRemote Core.

 

6.21 win Library

NetRemote provides some facilities specific to the Windows operating system.

GetTickCount

count = win.GetTickCount()

count: Number. Number of milliseconds since the computer was started.
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Source: NetRemote Core.
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If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be
called research, would it?
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Albert Einstein
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